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Project Abstract

Patrick Moore - MArch Terminal Project Proposal - 2.2.04
Statement of Intent:
How might one—in creating a built environment—educate others about
the natural environment, restore commerce to a dying community, and touch the
earth as lightly as possible in the process? The intent of this project is to create
an interpretive center for a proposed regional tourism network in a rural Nebraska
County. The design will be based on issues of sustainability, including resource
conservation, socio-economic improvement, and environmental protection.
Specific issues addressed in my research will include:
Green Buildings
Biomimicry
Mechanical Systems
Construction Methods
Biology and Geology Research and Education
Regional Planning
Vernacular Buildings
Up until this point, my architectural design education has been limited
to urban and suburban projects. With my terminal project, I want to explore
how architecture can be used in a rural setting as a way to solve problems of
declining economic and environmental conditions in rural areas. The need for an
economic stimulus in the place which I am proposing as the site of this project is
obvious to the people who call it home.
Sustainable architecture, as exemplified in the style of Australian
architect Glenn Murcutt, is a potential solution to these problems. Such an
attraction would bring tourist dollars to revitalize the area economy, educate
locals and visitors about the need to preserve this area’s natural resources, and
provide an example of practical, environmentally-responsive design for others to
emulate.
NAAB Criteria:
Arch 613
1. Verbal and Writing Skills:
The program for this project will be written out in document
form. Reviews, critiques, and presentations of my work will
also address this criterion.
2. Graphic Skills:
In developing the program and evaluating the site, I will

3.
4.

5.

7.

9.

15.

16.

create study drawings and models. For reviews and
presentations, I will use multiple media types to communicate
my ideas in a professional manner.
Research Skills:
Extensive research will be conducted on the issues stated
above as well as on the specific site and surrounding area.
Critical Thinking Skills:
I will be forced to solve many design problems and make
decisions as to the best course of action to take on issues as
they arise during my research and program development.
Fundamental Design Skills:
As an education center about the natural environment,
the design of spaces will have to bring the outdoors
in. Organization of spaces should accommodate visitors and
researchers interactively. Arrangement of the building(s) on
the site must be well designed if it is to make as little impact
on the existing land as possible.
Human Behavior:
If the design in to be successful, it will facilitate learning and
interest. Research will be conducted on how people use
these kinds of places and what can be done to make their
experience an inspiring one. Initial studies will determine
how the building will affect existing local inhabitants.
Use of Precedents:
Programmatic precedents consulted will be the Flint Hills
Visitor Center in Kansas, and the Zion Park Visitor Center
in Utah. Design precedents consulted will initially be the
works of Pritzker Prize architect Glenn Murcutt. Other
precedents will be consulted as I come across them in my
research.
Site Conditions:
The precise site will be chosen to meet the needs of the
local communities. Once determined, existing site conditions
will be studied extensively, as this is to be a large consideration in the building’s design. Climatic data, solar orientation,
and natural vegetation will all play key roles in dictating the
building’s design.
Formal Ordering Systems:

By developing programmatic space requirements and using
them in conjunction with site-generated concepts, the
building’s design will take on a legible, formal order.
30. Program Preparation:
The final product from the first semester will be a written
program for the design of this project.
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1. Verbal and Writing Skills
Presentations and critiques will include verbal discussions of
my project. There will also be a written component for
display of my project that will describe my intentions, goals,
research, and solutions.
2. Graphic Skills
Design process will require drawings and models to move
the design solutions forward. Critiques and Reviews will
require illustrative representations for the purpose of
reference and discussion.
4. Critical Thinking Skills
Decisions regarding materials, systems, spatial organization,
etc. will require a good deal of critical thought in order to be
made harmonious with my goals and intentions.
5. Fundamental Design Skills
As an education center about the natural environment,
the design of spaces will have to bring the outdoors in.
Organization of spaces should accommodate visitors and
researchers interactively. Construction materials and
methods must be in compliance with the issues of sustainability that I will set forth in the programmatic development
phase.
14. Accessibility
This project will be a public building and will thus have
to be easily accessible to the handicapped. It must
accommodate groups, including school children, posing
additional accessibility issues.
15. Site Conditions
The site is to be nearly undisturbed and the building must
exist in harmony with the site. Aesthetic and functional

16.
22.

27.

29.

aspects of the design will be based upon existing site
conditions.
Formal Ordering Systems
Programmed spaces within the design will be created in plan
and elevation in a legible, appropriate order.
Building System Integration
The use of specific, efficient mechanical systems will require
much consideration from early on in the design for the building to function as a sustainable building.
Detailed Design Development
Over the course of the semester, the design will evolve as
decisions are made and revised in ways that best achieve the
desired end product.
Comprehensive Design
The design of this project will encompass issues of theory,
systems, materials, function, construction, and economics.

Site Description:
The site for this project will be located somewhere in the Sandhills
region of North-Central Nebraska. The populations of the region’s towns have
been slowly declining for some time and are increasingly more elderly and
less educated as young people leave after high school for better economic
conditions.
Geographically, this area of the state is quite unique. Located between
the Platte River Valley to the south and the Niobrara River to the north, the land
formations are picturesque and of geological interest. It includes diverse plant
and animal types. It also has been the site of prehistoric fossil excavations.
Farms and ranches cover nearly all of the land in this area, which is
naturally better suited for pasture than crops because of its hilly contours and
sandy soil. After research has been conducted, a specific site will be chosen
on land that best exemplifies the interesting characteristics of the area for
the location of a hypothetical recreational park and educational center. I will
then design in detail a research/interpretive center for that site as my terminal
project.

Methods of Analysis:
The project will begin with simultaneous research on sustainable
design, specifically in a rural setting; and on the geographic area, including
demographic and land studies. From the subject and precedent research, I
will create a manifesto of guidelines which my design must follow to be truly
“sustainable.” From the geographic research, I will compile a document that
states the resident’s needs, the characteristics desired for the location of this
proposed attraction, and the functions that would best suit an interpretive center
for this area (i.e. field research, hands on exhibits, etc.)
I have already developed a good understanding of the design
philosophy of sustainability through an undergraduate honors thesis on
sustainable architecture in Nebraska, work as a research assistant for the
Joslyn Castle Institute for Sustainable Communities, and I am currently visiting
paradigm buildings of green design in the UK and Europe as part of the College’s
London Program. Additionally, I am quite familiar with the area I have proposed
for the site of this project as I have many family members who reside there.
These experiences should help me to take on this initial phase of my project.
I will also during this time study the planning and maintenance of national
parks to develop an understanding of my proposed building type. Faculty and
students in UNL’s geography, geology, agriculture, biology, and community and
regional planning departments are currently jointly researching the Sand Hills
area and will provide helpful resources for incorporating this geographic research
into a park and interpretive center (source: Kip Hulvershorn). I will also examine
precedents for this building type, notably the new Flint Hills visitor center in
Kansas. Thus the initial stage of my project will involve theoretical, geographic,
and building type studies.
From this initial study, I will select a site and do a tentative design for the
layout of the site. I will develop a list of programmatic spaces to be included in
my design and decide how each one should relate to each other and to the site
itself. I will critically reexamine this spatial relationship matrix until my advisor
and I feel that it will meet the needs set forth in my initial research and my
sustainable design criteria.
At the conclusion of the first semester, I will have developed a building
program document that summarizes my research and outlines the specific
problems to be addressed in the design of the interpretive center. The design
process will be a semester long study of spaces, building systems and materials,
human interaction with environment, and comprehensive planning, moderated
by occasional review juries and conferences with my mentor, Bill Borner.

Proposal accepted by Faculty Review Committee, 2/04.
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Research/Analysis
ARCHITECTURE OF THE WILDERNESS

Program Statement
A foundation in Nebraska’s Sandhills region wishes to build an interpretive
center on a large rural site near a small Sandhills community that would benefit
from the jobs and activity created by such an attraction. The center will include
educational facilities to be jointly used by the foundation, the University of
Nebraska’s Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources, and local community
groups.
The foundation has requested that the facility include programs that educate
visitors about the unique geography of the Sandhills, promote tourism throughout
the region, and provide assembly space for group meetings, field trips and
educational workshops.
The buildings shall be energy-efficient, low-maintenance, and environmentally
benign. The facility shall be designed to be built in phases as funding becomes
available.
The center will serve as the hub for a proposed Sandhills tourism network. In
time, there will be three locations with interpretive and educational functions,
each in a different general location of the region, to be located along the three
major transportation corridors: Highways 2, 20, and 83; and on sites exemplary
of three of the Sandhills’ distinct ecological regions: the western high aquifer, the
Niobrara valley, and the Loup River system. The facilities will exist to promote
other regional attractions rather than to compete with them.

The purpose of this thesis project is to design a
sustainable educational facility in Nebraska’s Sandhills
region that will serve local and visiting people of all
ages by providing them a meaningful interpretive
experience that facilitates a deep understanding of,
and connection with, this place through combined
exploration in science, art, and history.
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER

1

Indigenous groups who managed to live in harmony with the earth have been displaced and moved about by the successive waves of conquering populations and the dominant structures of Western culture.
Farmers, ranchers, and rural communities increasingly cannot economically or environmentally maintain their ways of livelihood. As it has been for centuries, the countryside frequently is a scene of isolation
and hardship, either endured or fled when individuals have the opportunity, thus further draining it of resources and hope, which, in turn, are fed into the cities. We are at the point of forgetting rural areas in
our thoughts and plans for development.”
- Robert Mugerauer, Interpretations on Behalf of Place
2
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Introduction: The Nebraska Sandhills Region
Geology
“The Great American Desert” is the title early European explorers gave to the
Sandhills region. The rolling sand dunes that stretch over 250 miles across
Nebraska form the largest sand dune area in the Western Hemisphere and the
largest grass-stabilized dune region in the world. These dunes, some as high
as 400 feet and as long as 20 miles, were actually still moving until as recently
as 8,000 years ago (Bleed and Flowerday). In fact, before the days when man
began controlling the prairie fires that once ran rampant here, the land was
still changing with the blowing of the wind. Early settlers would have seen
the tops of many of the dunes as bare and mobile sand without grass-cover
(Stubbendieck).
The sediment base beneath the sand dunes was formed between about 98 and
65 million years ago when the region was covered by an inland Cretaceous Sea.
Shells and bones from prehistoric sea creatures have been preserved in this
chalk and limestone base. Stream and wind erosions carved out portions of
this Cretaceous base. This, combined with rocks and sediments deposited from
erosion in Colorado and Wyoming since that time have created the valleys and
ridges on which the Sandhills have formed.

The Sandhills region of Nebraska is one of the most unique geographical areas
in all of the world. It is a 19,300 square mile area of grass-covered sand dunes in
the north-central part of the state. It is home to diverse ecosystems and geologic
formations found nowhere else, not to mention some of the most well-suited
grazing land anywhere. To the ecologist, the hydrologist, the paleontologist, the
geologist, the historian, the naturalist, the agronomist, the rancher, the outdoors
enthusiast, and the otherwise generally curious among us, the Sandhills hold
unique properties of specific interest.

The highly-permeable dunes rest on top of thick deposits of sand and gravel,
hundreds of feet thick. The dunes act like a sponge and quickly absorb
precipitation. Even though the climate is very dry, the soil and deposits have
allowed an extensive quantity of groundwater to form here. They contain the
largest underground aquifer in the lower 48 states. This underground reservoir
of water usually exists a good distance below the tops of the dunes, but above
the top the interdunal valleys, creating a unique dichotomy of semiarid and
wetland areas (Bleed and Flowerday).
There is great diversity amongst the dunes themselves. Unlike dunes formed
in the vast deserts of the Middle-East, which tend to have similar shapes, at
least six different types of dunes have formed in the Nebraska Sandhills, each
created by different wind processes, weather processes, water and snow-melt
movement, and base conditions (Swinehart).
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Ecology
Ecologically, this region is unlike anywhere else in the world. It has been called
the biological crossroads of North America. Six different distinct ecological
systems converge at the Niobrara River Valley which form the northern border of
the Sandhills. The position of the region in the center of the continent is mostly
responsible for the mix of plants and animals. In this area are representative
species from regions far to the north, south, east, and west. Nebraska’s only
federally-listed endangered plant, the blowout penstemon, can be found only in
the Sandhills.
The Sandhills themselves are the most extensive and intact wetland/grassland
system in the nation, according to the Nature Conservancy. They are home to
720 species of plants, 314 species of animals, and 27 species of migratory birds
that fly through the region. Because it is so sparsely settled, wildlife is prominent
in the area. Deer, elk, badgers, prairie dogs, coyotes, wild turkeys, hawks, and
other animals can be seen readily from the road throughout the region. Of
special importance are the many lakes and marshes of the Sandhills, which
support the most significant waterfowl production area in Nebraska and one of
the finest collections of water birds in the continental United States (Bleed and
Flowerday).
Plant life has allowed the Sandhills to exist. The hearty grasses that cover the
Sandhills have most of their biomass underground, anchoring the dunes in place.
Tallgrass prairie species and shortgrass prairie species are mixed, creating a
sustainable and hearty diversity. The vegetation in the Sandhills is unique,
not because it consists of many unusual species, but because it is a mixture
of so many different types of vegetation. Researchers at the Barta Brothers
Research Ranch in the southeastern part of the Sandhills are trying to kill the
grasses on controlled areas of the Ranch to study the properties of blowouts,
but the grasses have proven so resilient to their herbicides that the researchers
are experiencing great difficulty (Wedin). The hearty ecosystem is also fragile,
however. Overgrazing and ill-advised cultivating can cause desertification of
areas that would take nature a century or longer to repair.
“There’s a hardiness about the plants in a wild setting. When you look at a prairie, you don’t see complete losses from anything - you don’t see net soil erosion
or devastating pest epidemics. You don’t see the need for fertilizers and pesticides. You see a system that runs on sun and rain, year after year, with no one to
cultivate the soil or plant the seeds.”
- Janine Benyus, Biomimicry
4
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Climate
Officially, the climate of the Sandhills ranges from subhumid in the
east to semiarid in the west (Bleed and Flowerday). In reality, the only
thing predictable about Sandhills weather is that it is unpredictable
and extreme. Summers are typically hot and dry, though fantastic
thunderstorms often roll in unannounced. The average maximum
July temperature is about 90 degrees, but temperatures of 100plus degrees have been reached, while occasional July days don’t
eclipse 75 degrees. Winters tend to be very cold and windy, but
short periods of thawing and refreezing are normal. Average annual
snowfall ranges from 22 inches in the south to 45 inches in the north.
Early spring blizzards are common.
Wind patterns vary throughout the Sandhills because of the effects
of topography, but atop the dunes and over the wider valleys winds
are consistently strong. Prevailing winds typically have a northerly
component in winter and a southerly component in summer, but
passing frontal systems alter this. By far the strongest winds come
out of the north and northwest, commonly exceeding 25 miles per
hour (Wilhite and Hubbard). A major power producer is currently
constructing a large wind-turbine field near Ainsworth, taking
advantage of the region’s consistently strong wind speeds.
Solar position at midday during the summer solstice is 70 degrees
from south and during the winter solstice is 24 degrees from south.

The Nebraska Sandhills contain many unexpected things. The unique features
of the Sandhills represent a paradox: monotonous contrast. To the eye they are
an endless repetition of rolling grassland. However, they stand in sharp contrast
to the broad, flat plains that surround them. Within the region, extreme features
exist in adjacency and harmony: drylands and wetlands, scorching summer
sun and chilling winter blizzards, high hills and low valleys, conservation and
exploitation, old and new. Within the monotony of grass, there is unprecedented
diversity of ecosystems. Within the monotony of sand, there is unprecedented
diversity of dune types. Though most of the land rests in the control of agricultural
producers, it remains one of the best preserved natural regions in the developed
world. These things are worth celebrating.
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Cultural Landscape

Rural Out-migration

“One of the last frontiers of the contiguous 48 states, the Sandhills were
once perceived as inhospitable, and the area often was, and to some extent is,
still avoided. Thus the current residents are a hardy breed, many descended
from pioneers, spread sparsely over a vast landscape.
“Pride in heritage is an obvious but complex part of the region’s values.
Many ranches are now third- or fourth-generation operations, 100 or more years
old, and ranching in the Sandhills is not for anyone with any qualms about hard
work.
“One feature of life in the Sandhills is that it produces an independence
of spirit and strength of character all its own. This strength has evolved in large
part because of distance and isolation: if Sandhillers do not do for themselves
and for one another, who will? A non-bureaucratic, relatively non-hierarchical
way of life has emerged. People are often known on a first-name basis for 50 to
100 miles around.”
- Ann Bleed & Charles Flowerday
An Atlas of the Sand Hills

A recent article in National Geographic Magazine addressed the changing
demographic landscape of America’s Great Plains Region. The article, “Change
of Heartland,” calls to attention what Nebraska’s rural communities have known
for a long time: people are leaving this region. Since the Great Depression of
the 1930s, rural residents have slowly been leaving their pioneer homesteads for
jobs in larger population areas. Droughts, poor farm commodity prices, and most
recently the farm crisis of the 1980s have caused people in rural Nebraska to sell
their farms and ranches to larger corporate landowners who benefit more from
government legislation and subsidies than do the smaller, family operations.
Alice James, an 84 year old resident of Wolbach in Central Nebraska’s North
Loup River Valley, remembers a time when every 160 acre quarter-section
of land had a house and family on it. Today, rural buildings are rare. Farms
now average over 1000 acres and require upwards of a half million dollars in
machinery to remain productively competitive. The small communities where
these farm families bought their groceries and sent their children to school are
dying as a result. As Main Street shops close up, young people are moving away
out of high school in search of jobs.
About half of Nebraska’s population is now centered around Lincoln and Omaha,
and projections by the Joslyn Castle Institute for Sustainable Communities
suggest that this population shift will continue even more drastically in the
years to come. During the decade of the farm crisis, all but 10 of Nebraska’s 93
counties lost population. In the following decade, 52 counties lost population.
Nebraska currently has 52,000 farms and ranches, drastically down from the
134,000 that it had in 1935.

People have suggested that Nebraska’s rural areas have simply been overpopulated and that this out-migration should be allowed to continue. In the late
1980’s, a Rutgers professor even proposed restoring the Great Plains region to
a “Buffalo Commons” with no fences or roads. But to those people familiar with
small town life, the idea of losing these once-cherished Mayberrys is revolting.
“I was once driving through Nebraska’s Sandhills and I met a car that struck me as being peculiar. Something about the car was distinctive. I commented to that effect to my
companion, and he said that something about the car had struck him as unusual too. We talked about it for a few minutes, and then we figured out what it was that was strange
about the vehicle: It was the first one we had seen in two hours of travel.”
- Roger Welsch, It’s Not the End of the Earth, But You Can See It From Here
6
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These were the communities where you could let your children
wander freely in the safe neighborhoods; where you could park your
car on the town square and walk to every business you needed to
visit. You knew and were known by your grocer, your banker, and
your barber by name.
There is a desire by current and former residents to save our rural
communities, but the family farm structure that once supported them
is no longer feasible. One suggestion that has become popular
is that new breakthroughs in communications technologies will
allow small businesses to exist in the most remote of communities.
According to the Bureau of Economic Analysis, about 70 percent of
new jobs in rural areas are being created by entrepreneurs. Senator
Chuck Hagel of Nebraska has introduced a bill in Washington that
would establish a three billion dollar fund and provide tax credits to
businesses willing to locate or expand in counties with high rates of
out-migration. It is known as the “New Homestead Act” and is being
reviewed in committee.

Human History
The earliest known human occupation in the Sandhills region happened before
there were Sandhills, somewhere between 7,000 and 12,000 years ago. These
men hunted mammoths and other now-extinct species. At the end of the last
glacial period, about 11,000 years ago, the mammoth, horse, and camel had
become extinct in this region and the people were left the bison as the primary
species to hunt for food. Little else is known about human inhabitants before the
formation of the dunes.

they were in need of food. Arrowheads from these and also from the earlier
native peoples can be found readily in many Sandhills blowouts.
The first Euro-Americans in the Sandhills were French traders who visited the
villages of the Pawnee in the late 1600s. During the late 1700s, trappers and
hunters ranged along the eastern Sandhills hunting buffalo and antelope. In
1857 a Lieutenant based at Fort Kearny led an expedition along the Middle Loup
River through the heart of the Sandhills. The Nebraska Territory was opened for
settlement in 1854 and the government started moving the Indians to reservations
or south to Oklahoma. By the late 1870s, the Buffalo had been destroyed and
the Indians were removed. Forts Hartsuff, Niobrara, and Robinson were opened
to provide security, work, and social life for the pioneers. The growing cattle
industry, mining operations in Colorado, Montana and Wyoming, and new
railroads brought settlements to the Sandhills. In 1880, the region was largely
unorganized territory, but by 1890 most of the counties had been formed.
The communities of the Sandhills region developed in the last few decades of the
19th century as its lands were claimed by homesteaders and new railroads were
being built through its valleys. The days of settlement are wonderfully illustrated
in the books of Mari Sandoz, particularly Old Jules, which is the biography of
an early homesteader in the area between the Sandhills and Panhandle flats of
Western Nebraska. The Sandhills communities have survived over the years by
providing goods and services to the ranchers and railroads.

Between 500 and 1,000 years ago, groups of plains Indians lived in small villages
along the valleys of the Sandhills. These people practiced a mixed economy of
corn, beans, and squash horticulture in addition to hunting. The Plains Apache
occupied the Sandhills for a brief period in the late 1600s and early 1700s. The
Commanche were also short-term occupants of the region in the mid-1700s.
The Pawnee were the predominant native culture of the area during the time
when European explorers arrived, but they were in competition with tribes of
Sioux, Dakota, Crow, Omaha, and Ponca. They had villages where they built
earth-lodge dwellings, but also packed up and followed the Bison herds when
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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These communities are exemplary of the out-migration happening in America’s
rural heartland. The Sandhills region has been steadily losing population over
the years, and has been sinking into poverty as a result. Five of the ten poorest
counties in the US in terms of per capita income are located in this region.
Schools do not have enough students enrolled to stay open and many are
closing or consolidating with neighboring villages (“neighboring” usually meaning
15 or more miles away). Graduates who can afford to go to college don’t come
back. Money is spent on trips to Grand Island, Kearney, Chadron, or North
Platte, and it doesn’t return.

Land Use
The Sandhills region is of great agricultural importance. It is one of the most
productive cattle-raising regions in the entire world. The hills provide good
shelter, grass, and water for the livestock. Since the Sandhills were first settled
in the 1870s, 80s, and 90s, there has been a struggle between cattlemen
and farmers for control of the land, which is not naturally well-suited for crop
production.
Both groups have had a negative impact on the environment because of early
unsustainable practices. Wetland drainage began in the early 1900’s to provide
more hay for livestock. Drainage ditches were dug directly to natural streams.
This was damaging because the wetlands that once buffered the groundwater
from escaping the dunes now allowed continual flow into the ditches. Around the
same time, people tried to cultivate parts of the region, but failed because the
semi-arid climate of the Sandhills didn’t provide enough water to sustain crops.
Today, center pivot irrigation from wells irrigates the erodible sands, which require
a lot of fertilizer and water to grow crops. Nitrates and pesticides are being found
in domestic wells. Steps are being taken to restore damaged land and water
systems, but ongoing research is needed to find and address problems.
Today, more sustainable ranching and farming principles are being created and
utilized by the ranchers in the Sandhills, and are being taught to those in other
areas. Because of the precipitation variance from east to west in the region,
appropriate land use techniques also vary. In the east, the land is suitable for
irrigated cropland and more dense grazing, 10-15 acres per animal unit, while in
the drier west there is very little cropland and grasses can only sustain grazing
densities of around 30 acres per animal unit. New research into sustainable
range management has done a lot to educate ranchers about the most
productive long-term usage of their pastures. The cattlemen are dependent
upon the natural ecosystems of the Sandhills to feed their herds. It is in their own
financial interests to preserve these grasslands, creating partnerships between
conservationists and cattle producers for preservation of the land.

“People who depend on good weather for good life - farmers, their families, and field hands - in country where the sky has pressed the dirt flat and pushed the
great forests back under the grass, show us how much the weather weighs. Bent-backed under the leaden skies of winter, round-shouldered under the steel blue
skies of summer, in their old age shrunken in height and walking with canes, they show us”
- Ted Kooser, Local Wonders
8
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Area Attractions
The interpretive center will build upon the existing attractions of the Sandhills
region. People already visit the area for various reasons, many just passing
through on the way to somewhere else. For travelers from the East to access
Mt. Rushmore and the Black Hills, or Yellowstone National Park, they must travel
through the Sandhills via US Highways 2 or 20. The facility should be close
enough to these transportation corridors to attract passers-through.
People also venture to the Sandhills as a destination. It is home to unique
attractions that interest outdoors enthusiasts, historians, and families. Halsey’s
Nebraska National Forest is the largest hand-planted forest in the United States.
It encompasses 90,000 acres, 20,000 of which are planted with trees. It is the
site of tree nurseries that are used to restore areas of natural forest that are
destroyed by fires. The forest is a prime camping spot for visitors. Its amenities
include a swimming pool, cabins and other facilities to accommodate 179 guests,
a rope challenge course, tennis courts, horseshoe pits, a fishing pond, and horse
corrals. An observation tower attracts the most visitors with a commanding view
of the forest and Sandhills.
The Niobrara River was listed by Backpacker Magazine as one of the nation’s
top 10 canoeing rivers. In the summer months, it is filled with visitors floating in
canoes and innertubes. Smith Falls State Park on the river is the site of a 75 foot
waterfall. There are numerous nature trails and campsites along the Niobrara
that attract visitors who come to float the river. Canoeing is also popular on the
region’s Loup Rivers and Cedar River.
The Fort Niobrara National Wildlife Refuge near Valentine has a small visitors
center with educational displays about the Sandhills region and its natural
features and history, but the attraction of this former Army fort is the self-guided
wildlife drive that visitors can take through the refuge where they see bison, elk,
and prairie dogs. It is a fun and educational experience for families and other
visitors.

In the fall and winter seasons, hunters flock to the Sandhills area, where an
abundance of game animals roam the countryside.
The Sandhills are a Mecca for astronomy buffs. It is one of the biggest “dark
spots” left in the continental United States where constellations and the Milky
Way are clearly visible due to a lack of light pollution. In mid-July, Merritt
Reservoir hosts the Nebraska Star Party, a gathering of astronomers from
around the country who come to view the clear night skies.
Currently, the Nebraska Game and Parks Commission is converting an
abandoned railroad right-of-way into the longest recreational trail in the nation.
The Cowboy Recreation and Nature Trail runs from Norfolk to Chadron and
passes through the Sandhills region. It will attract bicyclists, horseback riders,
hikers, and nature enthusiasts.
History is an important part of the culture in the Sandhills communities. Nearly
every town has some kind of festival that celebrates its cultural and ethnic
heritage.
Festivals and celebrations all over the region occur throughout the year that bring
communities together and attract visitors from other places. Valentine hosts the
Old West Days and Cowboy Poetry Gathering in October, Burwell is home to
Nebraska’s Big Rodeo in late July, and O’Neill, the Irish Capital of the state, has
the St. Patrick’s Day Celebration which is a big tourist draw. Comstock’s Windmill
Festival and music festivals bring thousands of people to this community of about
100 residents. Callaway hosts the Sandhills Open Road Challenge, a road race
that brings competitors in Ferraris, Lamborghinis, Vipers, and other exotic sports
cars from all over the US to the Sandhills in early August. Arnold has a Blues
Festival, Ainsworth has a Country Music Festival, and North Loup has Popcorn
Days, a 103 year old tradition. These are only a few of the cultural events that
happen in the Sandhills communities every year.

Merritt Reservoir between Mullen and Valentine, and Calamus Reservoir near
Burwell are attractions to fishermen, boaters, swimmers, and water-skiers. In
the summer months, their clear waters and sandy beaches are very popular
destinations.
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Definitions
Wilderness
“Wilderness is the place where, symbolically at least, we try to withhold our
power to dominate.”
- William Cronon
The project is entitled “Architecture of the Wilderness,” and this title reflects the
idea of designing a built environment for a rural setting. However, the word
wilderness also implies certain characteristics of the site. Here, wilderness does
not refer to a place that is uninhabited or undisturbed by man, an untamed and
unexplored frontier, nor an idealistic Edenic garden. Rather, Cronon’s definition
of wilderness, as adopted for this project, is a natural place where man exists
as a symbiotic part of nature. The Sandhills of Nebraska are neither better nor
worse off due to the presence of people. Much like the native inhabitants before
them, longtime residents understand the nature of the soils and climate of this
region. They practice sustainable grazing techniques to feed their livestock and
they understand the consequences of overgrazing. If the fragile ecosystems of
the Sandhills are disturbed, then there would be no grass to feed the animals,
and as a consequence, there would be no livelihood for the rancher. A goal of
this project is to incorporate this notion, “to do no harm,” into the design of the
proposed interpretive center.

“You will have thrown your building funds away if, after they’ve been spent, people of all ages don’t come away dazzled from having been given a glimpse...of a
world so beautiful and appropriate, and so unlike your nearest city today, as to be almost unbelievable.”
- Malcolm Wells, in a design proposal to an environmental learning center client.
10
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Sustainable Architecture

Interpretation

“Sustainable design is development which honors nature, conserves resources,
and provides community services and infrastructure without unnecessary
duplication, and without limiting the resources available to future generations”
- Joslyn Castle Institute for Sustainable Communities

“Interpretive education is the process of helping each individual visitor find an
opportunity to personally connect with a place”
- US National Parks Service

Unlike the conventional design process utilized by most architects and builders
today, sustainable design begins by considering the impact of the proposed
building upon the environment, and the general welfare of those who will be
affected by its construction.
Because it is usually hidden in the design process and is not restrictive to any
particular style, and because every instance of its use is a unique solution to
a particular site, sustainable design can be difficult to recognize in a building
without close examination. Sustainable design builds upon green design,
which is concerned with minimizing the environmental impact of construction.
Sustainability goes a step further to include human factors. In a broad sense,
sustainability is both an art and a science, providing a healthy environment for
the current and future generations while maintaining a viable economy in the
process (Hagar).
The driving concept behind this project is sustainability. This term is to be made
applicable to decisions regarding the environmental, socio-cultural, economic,
technological, and policy domains. Therefore, energy efficiency and resource
conservation are only a few of many considerations that must be addressed to
conceive a truly sustainable project. A checklist-type evaluation system was
created and consulted throughout the design process to ensure that the goal of
a sustainable design was met.

The significant difference between a museum and an interpretive center is that
the interpretive center teaches through experience rather than observation alone.
It is not only a place to display artifacts and educational materials, but it must
also foster a deeper connection between the visitor and the place through active
participation. In the case of this project, where the purpose is to understand
culture and ecology of the Sandhills region, this means creating programs that
force hands-on learning and self-guided exploration. The built forms must also
create a certain mood or awareness that fosters this understanding and personal
connection between the user and the subject.
The U.S. National Parks Service has a division dedicated to Interpretation
and Education. Their purpose is to create programs in the National Parks that
educate visitors of all ages in fun and experiential ways. The goals of their
interpretive services are to increase each visitor’s understanding of the parks,
and to allow visitors to care about the parks on their own terms. This connection
will happen in different ways for different people, and not always immediately, but
the point is to give everyone the opportunity to explore how a park is meaningful
to them.
This thesis project is intended to demonstrate how architecture can facilitate an
interpretive experience. Regardless of if the visitor is a local business owner or
rancher, a high school student on a field trip, a university researcher, or simply a
traveler passing through, something about this facility should create an emotion
or experience that will be memorable for the rest of his or her life, and in the
process facilitate a greater understanding of the region.

A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Programming Research
Building Typology Precedents
The definition of “interpretive center” is itself open to interpretation. In attempting
to understand how this building typology would most effectively be utilized in the
Sandhills region, other interpretive centers from around the nation were studied.
These buildings had varying programs, scales and purposes, but all were similar
in that their educational message was somehow tied to regional ecology and all
were built with a certain level of sustainability consciousness. Additionally, many
also included cultural functions to enhance their communities/regions.

Upper Newport Bay Peter and Mary Muth Interpretive Center
– Newport Beach, CA
Purpose: To promote and support the protection and preservation of California
Coastal Wetlands through environmental education.
Programs: 10,000sf all together
- Mostly exhibit space with some multi-purpose space
- 1400sf Creative Studio for hands-on learning activities
-700sf Library/Conference room
- Staff Offices
- Large storage, work, and prep room
- 1200sf Outdoor Plaza
- Outdoor Amphitheater/Lecture space
Location/Site Connection: Serves as entrance to the Upper Newport Bay
Nature Preserve, an endangered coastal wetlands ecosystem. Architect kept
conservation of the site’s natural beauty at the forefront of the design; it is hidden
from view at street level. Serves as point of departure for canoe, kayak, walking,
and solar-boat tours.
Sustainable Elements: Unobtrusive Aesthetic, extensive use of recycled/
renewable, local materials including: 300 tons of recycled steel rebar (locally
produced), all doors and windows laminated from wood scrap, wheatstraw
interior door panels, 100% post-consumer recycled plastic carpets, etc.
12
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Highlands Center at Cape Cod National Seashore

– Truro, MA

Purpose: To foster the unique cultural and natural heritage of Cape Cod by
facilitating scientific research, the arts tradition, and education programs by
creating a community of artists, scientists, and educators who will pursue their
work in a National Park setting. It will be a place of learning, reflection, and
research.
Programs: 110 acre former Air Force station
- 25-45 Reusable buildings around central quadrangle
- 75,000-135,000sf of indoor space
- Environmental education for adults and children
- Studio work and performance/exhibition spaces for arts
- Conferences and workshops for artists and scientists
- Sustainable technology research and field stations
Location/Site Connection: Dramatically situated on a high bluff above the ocean,
provides a point from which to observe the surrounding land and sea, uses a site
that is already built upon.
Sustainable Elements:
- Redevelopment/reuse of existing buildings
- Environmental assessment done to ensure the center will have no
adverse impact on vegetation, wildlife, air quality, or groundwater
- Local community actively involved in planning
- Committed to use of environmentally-sustainable practices and
technology in design, building rehab, and ongoing operations
- Programs developed will educate about land stewardship, bolster
local economy, and build sense of community

Zion National Park Visitor Center – Springdale, Utah
Purpose: A point of departure for visitors to Zion Canyon, terminal point of
transportation system that brings visitors to the park.
Programs:

- Gathering/assembly space
- Offices
- Gift store
-Outdoor education displays
- Restroom and shower facilities

Location/Site Connection: Located at transport dropoff on a former
campground site. Made out of natural stone and timber to blend in with the
mountain landscape.
Sustainable Elements:
- Visitors asked to leave vehicles outside park, shuttled in on
propane buses or bicycle
- Primary light source is daylight, passive solar design and
landscaping provide shade
- Use of landscaped outdoor “rooms” lowers operating and capital
costs
- Rooftop photovoltaic panels provide most of electricity used
- Natural ventilation and evaporating towers provide cooling, trombe wall
provides heating
- Native low-water grass and shrubs used for landscaping, no
undeveloped land was disturbed, no topsoil was removed from site

A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Lebanon Hills Visitor Center – Dakota County, MN

Hastings River Flats Interpretive Center – Hastings, MN

Purpose: A gateway to a new regional park that provides environmental
education and outdoor recreation.

Purpose: To create a new sustainable riverfront on the Mississippi River for the
city of Hastings with features that celebrate its identity as a place of industry,
nature, transportation, recreation, and culture.

Programs: 6,030sf visitor center
- Lobby/gathering area
- Environmental learning center w/ classroom
- Equipment rental facility
- Administrative offices and work space
- Outdoor terrace
Location/Site Connection: Vegetative roof anchors the building to the
landscape while colors reflect surroundings so that the building visually recedes
into the landscape. An interactive trail leads from the building into the park’s
natural features. Natural ecosystems surround the building.
Sustainable Elements:
- Non-harmful, low-maintenance, renewable materials used throughout
- Natural lighting
- Passive solar, highly-insulated, energy efficient heating and cooling
- Green roof
- Minimum site impact and reintroduction of native plants

14
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Programs: Located on 200 acre floodplain in the heart of the city
- 2500sf year-round exhibition space
- 2000sf open-air exhibit/demonstration/classroom space
- Interpretive bridge with 400 linear feet of interactive exhibits
- Bandshell with stage, performance area, and outdoor classroom
- Restored wildlife habitat, sculpture garden, and festival grounds
Location/Site Connection: Brownfield site in town center, will create a new
river-facing central park for the community. Architectural features are highly
transparent, bringing the outside in.
Sustainable Elements: Unavailable

“Client” Input
During early stages of research, it was discovered that a few organized groups
from communities within the Sandhills region exist with common goals to those
of this project.
The Sand Hills Discovery Center Foundation, based in Ainsworth, Nebraska,
exists to provide comprehensive information to visitors and locals about the
Sandhills area. A long-term goal of the Foundation is to build and staff a
Sandhills interpretive center.
The Nebraska Scenic Byways Committee has allocated funds for an interpretive
center to be built in Broken Bow, Nebraska, which is to educate visitors about
each of the 21 communities located along State Highway 2, also known as the
“Sandhills Scenic Byway.”
Some smaller Sandhills Communities have set up community development
organizations to promote economic growth and other important issues in their
communities or regions. The Thedford Community Development Corporation
hopes to one day build a Sandhills interpretive center with funds being generated
by their local community foundation.
These groups each provided valuable input on the programming of this project.
At three different points in the course of the design process, meetings were held
in these Sandhills communities to learn about what functions are important to
them for inclusion in this project, and to get their input on design ideas. In this
way, the project had an actual client (or clients) from which to draw inspiration,
ideas, and support.
Using the input and local expertise of these “client groups,” programs were
developed that would make the project beneficial and feasible for the people
whom it is meant to serve.
These meetings also allowed the people from the various groups to come
together and think about ways to realize their own goals.

A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Expert Interviews
Mon. 08.02.04 – CMBA office, Grand Island, NE
Interview – Kenn Frederick, Architect, Cannon Moss Bryger and Associates
- When working for CMBA sister firm in Sioux City, Iowa, Mr. Frederick was hired
to design the Lewis and Clark Interpretive Center in Sioux City.
- The clients wanted a plain, rustic building to house a collection of exhibits, but
Mr. Frederick convinced them that an architecturally-expressive building would
be more effective in educating visitors.
- The final design was based upon the progression of a path symbolic of the
Missouri River through the building with materials representative of natural colors
and textures.

materials and contacting Dave Knoetzel of Basset, a local builder, for construction
services. He also recommended contacting: Dennis Bauer, local ag extension
officer; Dave Wedin, UNL natural resources researcher; and Walt Schocht, UNL
professor of agronomy.
---------------------------------Wed. 08.03.04 – Chamber of Commerce Building, Ainsworth, NE
Potential Client Meeting – Patty Barstow, Director, North Central Dev. Center
and Richard Albrecht, Chairman, Sandhills Discovery Experience Foundation
- Foundation began as a way to educate about the legacy of late Ainsworth
resident, Morris Skinner, a world renowned paleontologist. Idea evolved to
create a Sandhills interpretive center that would incorporate exhibits about the
many unique aspects of the region.

- The exhibits were designed by a Minneapolis-base interactive exhibit design
firm within the educational context of the Lewis and Clark journey and responding
to Frederick’s design.

- Currently, the foundation is responsible for conducting the annual Sandhills
Discovery Experience conference in July. While a building is still desired in the
future, the conference is a way to accomplish their mission of educating about
the Sandhills with currently available funding.

- Interpretation is the processes of educating people by engaging them in the
material. Rather than telling them a story, you must make them a part of the
story.
-----------------------------------

- Mr. Albrecht suggested using the proposed center become the home base of
an entire Sandhills tourism network with connections to other communities. He
submitted that the network be called “Sandhills Safari” because the region is
sometimes called “America’s Outback.”

Wed. 08.03.04 – Steuter Residence, north of Johnstown, NE
Research Meeting – Al Steuter, Regional Director, The Nature Conservancy

- Mrs. Barstow suggested the development of a master plan as part of my project
that would be set up in stages so that different parts of the center could be built
independently as funding becomes available.

- Dr. Steuter’s earth-sheltered home is located near the Niobrara Valley Preserve
on a Sandhills ranch. The new, open-plan home is made of locally-produced
materials, and is site oriented for passive solar heating and natural ventilation.
Landscaping is restored native plants and grasses.
- The Nature Conservancy has purchased land on the Niobrara River that is to
be preserved and utilized for biological research, education and restoration. The
site incorporates Sandhills as well as river ecosystems.
- Dr. Steuter recommended looking into Niobrara Wood Products for obtaining
16
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- Ainsworth is becoming the technological hub of the region with access to
advanced fiber optics, tele/video conferencing capabilities, the region’s most
capable airport, and a new wind-turbine power station. Highway 20 is becoming
increasingly popular with cross-country travelers as the Interstate becomes more
crowded.
- Suggested contacting: Bob Rooney, Sandhillsimages.com, regional artist/
photographer; Jim Swinehart, UNL conservation and surveying; Shane Tucker,
paleontologist; and Georg Williams, local volunteer coordinator.

Tue. 08.10.04 – UNL Center for Great Plains Studies, Lincoln, NE
Research Meeting – Dr. James Stubbendieck, Director, Center for Great Plains
Studies
- Dr. Stubbendieck provided insight into why the Sandhills are so important for
research purposes: They are one of the largest unplowed grassland areas left in
the world, they are one of the best managed large ecosystems in the world, they
were still moving as recently as 900 years ago and the tops of dunes were still
moving as recently as the 1850s.
- He suggested that educational programs include information about nature,
culture, and art. It is a little known fact that very famous and valuable art has
been created in the Sandhills and other regions of the Great Plains. Traveling
and permanent art collections could be incorporated throughout the facility.
- His opinion is that the University of Nebraska needs to have a greater presence
in that part of the state. The University is to serve all of the state’s people and not
just those that live in Omaha, Lincoln, and along the Interstate. This facility could
be utilized by the university for educational and outreach purposes.
- There are different types of education that must take place at this facility: to
elementary-aged children, to people of all ages, and to college students. It could
also be utilized for conferences and regional seminars for ranchers, quilters,
etc.
- Suggested visiting Jan and Bill Whitney at the Prairie Plains Institute in
Aurora.
---------------------------------------Fri. 08.27.04 – Bessey Hall, UNL, Lincoln, NE
Sandhills Grant Meeting – Dr. David Wedin, Director, Sandhills Biocomplexity
Project, Dr. Jim Swinehart, Research Participant, Sandhills Biocomplexity
researchers and technicians
- Current 3 year study of biocomplexity in the Sandhills region being undertaken
with a 1.8 million dollar grant from the National Science Foundation incorporating
fields of water science, paleoecology, grassland ecology, earth science,
education and outreach, micrometeorology, drought modeling, and remote

sensing systems.
- There are 20,000 acres in the Sandhills managed by UNL for research.
Facilities with lodging exist at Gudmundson Sandhills Laboratory and soon at
the Barta Brothers Research Ranch.
- Part of the project is a high school education outreach program called “Nebraska
Earth Systems Education Network,” which involves helping students learn about
the things being researched in the project.
- “Stripped to its essence, this project is about sand, grass, and water, and
their interactions, and the stability of the Nebraska Sandhills over the last few
thousand years.”
- The Sandhills ecosystem is resilient. 900 years ago, they were bare and
moving: desertification. In only 100 years, the vegetation regrew and anchored
the dunes. In the desert Southwest, a similar event would take thousands of
years to revegetate.
------------------------------------------Wed. 09.15.04 – Christlieb Gallery, UNL Center for Great Plains Studies, Lincoln,
NE
“Art and Artists of the Sandhills” Seminar – Anne Burkholder, Lincoln artist
Panel of 10 other Sandhills artists
- Panelists talked about what they find inspirational about the Sandhills.
Responses were interesting:
“There are people out there who love to be there and people who
wouldn’t want to survive anywhere else. A lot of people live out there because
they enjoy the environment, but many live there because they feel they
couldn’t function in crowded, claustrophobic cities.”
“People are friendlier, the sky is more open, life is better. People who
live their whole lives there don’t appreciate it because it’s normal for them, but
those who leave and come back, like me, appreciate it more.”
“As soon as you get away from any roads, the Sandhills are quite
imposing. It’s like a big ocean, spreading out as far as you can see.”
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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“I think they are the most God-forsaken, dismal place on earth.”
“Mountains and dynamic scenery are like a blockbuster movie: it hits
you and you leave with a feeling of the big picture; but the Sandhills are more like
a Broadway play: When you leave, you remember the subtle details-the light, the
colors, the details.”
---------------------------------Thu. 09.16.04 – Big Muddy Workshop office, Omaha, NE
Research Meeting – John Royster, Landscape Architect and Interpretive
Planner
- Suggested altering program of classroom spaces to accommodate “messy
experiments.” Two classroom of 900sf might be more appropriate. Also think
about placement of sinks and other features for different users: children, adults.
- An important feature that is often overlooked is a gathering place for people
once they get off their tour bus or school bus, and close restroom facilities to
arrival point.
- Programmed tours/hikes should consider that younger children will not want to
walk more than 1⁄4 mile and older children 1⁄2 mile.
- A site should be chosen that has many different Sandhills features: wetlands,
uplands, streams, etc, and all should be accessible to trails.
- Consider how the building would respond to a large grass fire.
- Utilize rainwater and use native grasses and wildflowers along natural swales
- Think in terms of scale and understand that this building will be more successful
the more adaptable it is to different users and programs. If it serves a dual
purpose as a community center for meetings, receptions, etc, then it will be more
viable.
- Recommended contacting Bob Broweleit in Thedford about ideas, and
consulting the book “Interpretive and Visitor Centers” by Ron Zimmerman.
----------------------------------18
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Thu. 09.23.04 – Crop Research Building, UNL, Lincoln, NE
Research Meeting – Dr. Charles Francis, Sustainable Agriculture Researcher
- 90% of the biomass of plants in Sandhills is underground and there are many
other living systems that exist under the surface. This needs to be shown
somehow.
- A community needs a niche. A town in the Sandhills needs more than a county
fair once a year to maintain economic viability. This facility must be iconic.
- The educational outreach part of this facility will be beneficial. It would be great
to have seminars on sustainable agriculture in an accessible location. Also, the
educational opportunities for people to learn about plant systems in that kind of
environment could be great.
- On the design: Whatever is inside should compliment what is outside. There
should be total immersion in nature. For inspiration, look for ways to emulate
Native American buildings. Also the building could be a big sand hill, like the
ordinance storage igloos by Sidney, Nebraska.
- The Bilbao Guggenheim gives identity to its community, but you can’t focus on
the art because the building is so overwhelming, so visitors miss the point.
- Suggested contacting Dr. Janovy about his work at Cedar Point to understand
how a biology research station works.
- Look at books “New Roots for Agriculture” by Wes Jackson, “Teaching in Eden”
by John Janovy, and “Nature’s Services” by Gretchen Daily.
------------------------------------Mon. 09.20.04 – Steward Residence, Lincoln, NE
Program Review – Cecil Steward, President, Joslyn Castle Institute for
Sustainable Communities
- Mr. Steward reviewed the project’s program booklet and offered comments and
suggestions on it.
- The first suggestion was that the center incorporate more technology-based

learning, such as possible electronic connections to other sand environments
around the world to show people similarities and differences.
- On the sustainability evaluation, Mr. Steward suggested continuing it to include
aspects of the operating process, and to add points such as “demonstrate the
fragile nature of the context,” “minimize building footprint,” and “use the design
as a learning instrument through documentation and monitoring.”
- Overall, the goals and programs are well-articulated and have formed the basis
for an exciting project that could have implications beyond academia.
- In evaluating the sustainable aspects of the design, Mr. Steward offered to
allow me to use a sustainability indicator model that he has developed. The
model illustrates the short term, midterm, and long term effects and opportunities
in each of the five domains of sustainability: environmental, socio-cultural,
economic, technological, and public policy.
---------------------------------Sun. 09.26.04 – Stubbs Café, Thedford, NE
Research Meeting – Bob Broweleit, Area NRCS Manager
Steve Brown, Chairman, Thedford Community Development Org.
- There is a desire to locate a Sandhills museum or interpretive center near the
intersections of Highways 2 and 183, but funding issues need to be resolved.
- The Highway 2 byways project allocated $300,000 for a Sandhills interpretive
center, but it was granted to Broken Bow and will be more of a “gateway to the
Sandhills” center than an actual Sandhills experience.
- An important aspect in the design will be thinking of unique ways to obtain
money for the building’s upkeep, and high-efficiency systems will be critical for
the town’s ability to sustain this facility over time.
- Current plans for future development in the area include a new overpass over
the railroad on Highway 183 which would make sites to the south more accessible
to pedestrians and vehicles, and a new dam/lake to be constructed near Mullen
that would provide recreational opportunities for the immediate region.

- Educational points that should be used in the exhibits are: water issues,
windmills, dune formation, aquifer, plant communities, Indian life, settlement,
Kincaid Act, etc.
- Mr. Broweleit and Mr. Brown drove me around the area, pointing out potential
sites and area resources.
------------------------------------Review 1A
Thu. 10.07.04 – Chamber of Commerce Building, Ainsworth, NE
Program Review and Critique – Sandhills Discovery Experience Foundation
Richard Albrecht, Chairman
Linda O’Hare
Marilyn Williams
Dottie and Kevin Arent
Barbara Lamb
Patty Barstow
William Borner, Thesis Mentor
1. Presentation – Intro to project, program, architectural precedents
2. Discussion – Site Selection – The general consensus was that the three sites
all met the program requirements, but some members felt reluctant to concede
that the Highway 20 site should be near Valentine. Because this group is based
in Ainsworth, and because the community of Ainsworth has so many unique and
desirable things to offer to the project, it would be wonderful if the site could
have been closer to that community. Suggestions for possible sites included
near the village of Long Pine and on the Plumb Creek near Johnstown. Other
members agreed that the justification of putting an interpretive center in a more
representative Sandhills area made more sense than utilizing a less inspiring
setting to accommodate proximity to the community.
3. Discussion – Programming – A large volunteer base would be needed to run
this facility unless donated funding was sufficient to hire people. If the programs
contained an office for an existing group of some kind, then there would always
be a paid, responsible person there to handle anything that came up. It seems
that the group’s concept of the project’s scope is smaller in scale than my own,
because I assumed having full-time staff for this facility. This may be an issue
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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that needs to be resolved somehow.
4. Discussion – Architecture – The group was posed with the question “What
kinds of buildings have you found inspiring, and how can we create inspiration
in a Sandhills building?” One member described an interpretive center she
had visited in Great Falls that told the story of the Lewis and Clark expedition.
Inspirational components were a path through the exhibit, the interaction with the
exhibits that developed understanding of the subject, views from the building to
the river, and the fact that the building was “concealed yet expressive.” Another
member described her experience visiting Mesa Verde. She said that there
was just something about the aura of the place, the light and the shadow, that
made it inspiring. There was no one thing that you could put your finger on, it
was simply an inspirational place. For application to the Sandhills specifically,
it was suggested that there be a great deal of connection with water features
because of its symbolism to the aquifer and rivers which are the reason for the
unique geology in the first place. Mr. Albrecht described his mental imagery of
the Sandhills as a “giant blanket.” As one comes up on them and drives through
them, they appear inviting, like a big comforter that you could crawl underneath,
and that this imagery could be an inspiration for the building’s design. Mrs. Lamb
suggested that the building’s form be inspired by the geometry of a sand dune,
and that there be a central, abstracted map-like feature with exhibits radiating out
from it on each of the various educational subjects.
5. Conclusion – Members seemed generally excited and enthusiastic about
the project and asked to be kept in mind for future consultation. The notion of
needing to keep the base of the facility in or around Ainsworth kept coming up
and may be difficult to get past within this group, but it was re-emphasized that
the purpose of interactions with their group was to develop ideas and concepts
that they will be able to implement one day when they are ready to build their
facility, and that the specific site choices made for my project do not necessarily
bind them to an identical conclusion. Contact information was obtained and
members were made aware of the upcoming website where they will be able to
view progress on my project and make suggestions and comments.
--------------------------------------
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Review 1B
Fri. 10.08.04 – Stubbs Café, Thedford, NE
Program Review and Critique – Thedford Community Development
Organization
Steve Brown, Chairman
Kevin Hood
Bevin Brown
Bob Broweleit
Terri Licking
Rosalea Gift
1. Presentation – Intro to project, program, architectural precedents
2. Discussion – Program – Suggestions were made for additions to the
programmed activities. One member suggested creating a Nebraska Rodeo
and Cowboy hall of fame as part of the facility. This would add another degree
of interest for tourism and fundraising. There is no such facility in the state and
interest would be high. Another member submitted that art education could be
more integrated into the programs. Instead of just displaying it, there could be
art education classes and workshops on nights and weekends that would benefit
the community and incorporate the existing Thedford Art Gallery group, which is
a great volunteer resource. It was also agreed that the river could also be utilized
to attract visitors and that the site should include a place to dock and launch
canoes. A major resource that could be utilized is the summer state 4H camp at
nearby Halsey Forest that attracts 3000+ children every summer. Programs that
are directed toward them would be beneficial.
3. Discussion – Architecture – Mr. Broweleit suggested looking at the vernacular
architecture in the grass-anchored dune region of China for inspiration. Other
suggestions revolved around the importance of making each visitor feel at home
in the facility. The building should not be imposing, but rather it should be inviting
and welcoming so visitors will have the chance to better connect with it and
spend time exploring it.

Suggested Programs
Hands-on Learning Exhibits - As an interpretive center, it is not enough to
simply create a museum-type experience. Visitors must be able to form a
personal connection with the Sandhills via the educational information presented
via these facilities. Exhibits should be interactive and imaginative.
Art Collections - There is an abundance of existing art that has been inspired
by the Sandhills region and by the Great Plains in general. Contemporary artists
are continually adding to these numbers. As a cultural understanding tool and
as a means of exploring the landscape from different perspectives, examples of
this art will be displayed throughout the center.
Community Cultural Showcases - To facilitate the goal of promoting tourism
and awareness in the area, a portion of the exhibition space will be devoted
to promoting local communities and their points of interest. The displays
will be rotated on a monthly basis and each will be created by members of
the represented community. This will serve the dual purpose of community
promotion to outsiders, and of interaction and cooperation between community
members.
Electronic Connections to Other Sand Environments - The Nebraska
Sandhills are a unique, grass-anchored, sand dune formation, but other similarlyinteresting dune environments exist in China, Canada, Africa, and other locations
around the world. Real-time video feeds will teach about the similarities and
differences between them.

Multi-purpose Classrooms - The facility will include a large, open space that
will be capable of being divided into two classrooms of approximately 30 feet
by 30 feet for educational sessions, children’s workshops, or community-use
functions.
Visitor Information Services - A prominent area in the center will display
tourism information for the region. This will include, among other things, listings
of area hotels, restaurants, and bed & breakfasts, area tourist attractions, maps,
general travel information, and examples of products and services produced by
local businesses.
Administrative Office - Space will be required for staff and employees to plan
and perform activities associated with running the facilities.
Outdoor Nature Trails - Walking paths will allow visitors to explore the physical
characteristics of the Nebraska Sandhills. These trails should offer access
to a range of on-site features without disturbing or disrupting the natural
environment.
Transportation - Car and bus parking must be provided in accordance with ADA
standards, but alternate means of transport to, from, and around the site will be
explored to minimize environmental impact.

A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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To achieve the goals of this project, which ultimately boil down to celebration
of the Sandhills region, the facility must do more than just tell a story. It will not
do to simply create a “museum,” a classroom-learning environment, or a series
of nature trails. Through the application of abstracted symbolism, participatory
learning opportunities, and sensible scale, this project can become something
much more meaningful, both to members of the Sandhills communities and to
everyone who experiences it. Done well, all who visit this facility will leave with
a newfound appreciation for nature and an acquired spiritual connection to this
unique natural and cultural region - no longer a place to simply be endured while
trying to get to somewhere else.

This building is very symbolic inside and out, but in an abstracted way,
so that it is not an imitation of some tangible thing, but rather it is the
illustration of an idea and a feeling. Libeskind does a wonderful job
provoking emotion and sensation through spatial forms and designed paths
of progression through these spaces.
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Architectural Case Studies
Topical Education Facilities
Libeskind’s Jewish Museum – Berlin, Germany
Disorientation is the driving experiential theme in Berlin’s Jewish Museum,
designed by Daniel Libeskind. The building incorporates an old Baroque
courthouse building and a new deconstructivist structure. The 108,000 square
foot building includes spiraling walls, sloping floors, a windowless “Holocaust
Tower,” and symbolic lines of windows that resemble wounds. The circulation
pattern is based on a jagged-line plan. The main museum exhibit spaces are filled
with interactive displays, videos, and even games that help the visitor understand
Jewish life in Germany from the Roman times, through the Holocaust, and into
the present day. In addition to exhibition halls, the museum contains an archive,
a documentation center, a forum for public events, and a learning center geared
toward children.
Underground, Libeskind created three interpretive Holocaust axes for visitors
to walk through when they enter the museum. Each axis road tells a different
story about Jewish persecution leading up to and during the second World War.
The Axis of Continuation is a long, straight road that represents the continuing
timeline of Berlin’s history and leads directly to the gallery spaces. A second
axis intersects the first one, the Axis of Exile, which tells the story of Jews
who left their homes to escape persecution only to find themselves in strange,
unfamiliar spaces. This axis leads to an outdoor garden of tilting columns and
unlevel ground that creates a very disorienting and shrinking feeling. The final
axis, the Axis of Holocaust, tells the story of those Jews who were murdered
by the Nazis. It culminates in a dead end—a dark, tall chamber with only a
slit cut through the top, representing the freedom that was visible but too far
out of reach for the Holocaust victims. The underground axes alone create a
sense of understanding and connection with the horror that the Jewish people
experienced during the reign of Hitler.
One exits the axis feature into an overwhelmingly large and crowded museum
space dedicated to the rest of the German Jewish history. It would take days
for someone to interact with every exhibit in the museum. The exhausting

collection arranged along a jagged path is more extensive and educationally
effective than any museum I have visited. This building speaks to the notion
that the architecture of an interpretive learning facility can do as much to help
the visitor understand the presented educational information as the collections
and displays. It achieves this through symbolism, spatial experience and spatial/
material psychology. It effectively combines architectural expression with a
well-designed collection of exhibits to help the visitor understand the tormented
history of Germany’s Jewish people.

Grimshaw’s Eden Project – Cornwall, UK
The Eden Project, part of the United Kingdom’s Millennium Building Project, is
an interpretive center that educates visitors about the importance of plants to our
planet. The site and buildings in themselves are the experience. One enters
the bowl-shaped site via a winding trail of gardens, interactive displays and
follies. The path ends at the entrance to the world’s largest greenhouse facility,
a geodesic glass structure that resembles bubbles on the surface of bath water.
The domes are entered through an earth-sheltered entry that leads to a restaurant
and convenience facilities, a tropical climate dome, and a Mediterranean climate
dome. Inside the domes are paths that wind through forests, over bridges, and
past waterfalls. Along the way are more art and education features.
The Eden Project is designed on principles of sustainability. It is located on the
site of a former clay mine, reclaiming spoiled, erosive land. The mechanical
needs of the greenhouses are mostly met passively, with efficient active systems
providing the little needed backup. The Cornwall location is one of England’s
poorest areas economically, and this tourist attraction provides new jobs,
income, and educational opportunities for nearby residents.
After spending a half day at the project, one cannot help but feel as if the plants
are as alive as the human visitors. There are no guides that lead visitors through
the gardens and biomes; visitors are left to explore the created environments
for themselves, encouraged to explore by the hidden follies that wait around so
many corners which spark excitement and imagination. At the Eden Project,
interpretation happens through independent discovery rather than spoon-fed
information.

Education is the point of every design decision made in this facility. This
is a place to learn about plants and to develop an understanding of the
role plants play in our lives and in the grander scheme of the earth itself.
Follies, art, and fun discovery exhibits await around every corner, making
the learning experience enjoyable.
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Murcutt’s Bowali Visitor Center - Kakadu Park, Australia

CMBA’s Lewis and Clark Center Interpretive Center – Sioux City, Iowa

This visitor center is located in Kakadu National Park, a place sacred to the
Aborigines of northern Australia. It’s name, “Bowali”, is an Aboriginal name for
a nearby stream that runs through the site. The indigenous people of the region
played an active part in both the design of the building and its construction,
and were instrumental in providing insight into the local customs and rituals,
establishing a nursery, obtaining local materials, and providing the actual
manpower used to erect the building.

Kenn Frederick of Cannon Moss Brygger and Associates Architects in Grand
Island, Nebraska got what he says was the commission of a lifetime when he
was working for CMB’s sister company in Sioux City, Iowa. He was chosen to design the Lewis
and Clark Interpretive Center, an educational visitor attraction on a site overlooking the Missouri
River.

The building consists of large verandas along the exterior that wander through
the center spaces. In the center, the spaces become more enclosed – yet are
designed to allow natural light and ventilation to enter. The very open and
minimalist plan encourages visitors to move about to the different programmatic
areas, while its open facade merges the experience of indoors and outdoors.
Within the tropical climate, Murcutt provides a comfortable space through the
use of an upward tilting roof, slatted screens, and site orientation. Nearly every
space in the building receives natural light, ventilation, and a panoramic view of
the site.

As a visitor center for a National Park, the Bowali Center is successful in
serving as the point of departure for visitors to explore the natural aspects
of the park itself. The building and its programs educate visitors about
the importance of the region, but it does not try to take the place of the
outdoor experience; it merely compliments it.
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When he was approached by the Missouri River Historical Development
Foundation to design a building that would house interactive exhibits about
the Lewis and Clark expedition, his clients were only looking for a basic, rusticcabin-type enclosure. Frederick presented them with a design based upon
their request, but he felt that such a simple, generic building would be a missed
opportunity. He modified the design on his own time to create a building that was
in itself symbolic of the history and importance of the expedition, and presented
it to his clients as an alternative. When they realized how the architecture could
become an effective part of the visitors’ interpretive experience, they chose to
use his more abstract design.
The would-be symmetry of the building is bisected by a meandering path,
presenting itself in plan, elevation, and material expression, which represents
the flow of the river. The path begins outdoors and continues through the walls
to express itself inside the building, running through and out the other side.
The hard, shiny floor represents the river and contrasts the carpeted exhibition
spaces. The upper portions of the curvilinear wall are rough stone to characterize
the region’s high river bluffs. Visitors follow the path from the entrance, through
the expedition space, culminating in a theatre built to symbolize a keel boat.
The interpretive center’s gallery contains interactive exhibits designed by a
Minnesota museum display design firm. Visitors are given a “travel diary” when
they enter the building and assume the role of one of the members of the Lewis
and Clark expedition. As they make their way through each of the exhibits, which
demonstrate different aspects of the journey, they collect stamps on their diaries
and learn how their character’s individual role was important to the expedition.
In this way, the interpretive experience can be different each time one visits the
center. Exhibits are hands-on and put visitors in the story, rather than just telling
them about it. In addition to exhibit space and theater, the Lewis and Clark
Interpretive Center has classroom and meeting facilities and a giftshop.

the famous Nebraska sunsets. Accessed from the Kearney exit, two miles to the
west of the monument itself, the entrance building has the appearance of a rustic
log cabin. Once on the inside, visitors are given a headset that plays a recorded
narrative of the history of the roadway while they walk through a chronologicallyarranged series of vignettes with animatronics and other visual displays.
The project was truly ambitious, and maybe fatally so. Visitor projections have
been much lower than anticipated and the archway’s investors have had to adapt
many of the programs and hours of operation to keep the project from going
under. The exterior, though massive, is uninspiring. The interior, however, is
fairly interesting and educational. There are many lessons to be learned from
this project of how not to design an interpretive education facility. Aesthetics
and economics both play a large role in whether or not such a building will be
successful. Optimistic ambitions are fine as long as they are backed up with a
quality design and a sensible scope of program.

The building’s exterior was designed to be in harmony with nature. The
backside is meant to appear very natural, with nature-inspired colors and
surfaces that seem to have grown right out of the site. The front side is
made of heavy timbers, representative of the building structures of the frontier.
The two visual elements coexist to illustrate the connection between the discoverers
and the land which they discovered.

The Great Platte River Road Archway Monument - Kearney, Nebraska
The Great Platte River Road has long been one of the most popular and
direct routes between the east and west coasts. Near Kearney, Nebraska, the
Mormon, the Oregon, and the California trails, the first transcontinental railroad
and highway, and one of the busiest Interstates in America all converge in the
Platte River Valley.
This is the site of the recently-constructed Archway Monument - billed as “the
first museum to cross an Interstate.” The 300 foot long interpretive attraction,
which on the outside somewhat resembles a parabolic railroad bridge, straddles
US Interstate 80. It is clad in stainless steel paneling that is colored to represent

The Archway has been widely criticized as being poorly planned in many
ways. It was a risky for-profit endeavor that was heavily endorsed by public
funds and policy, it has been on the verge of bankruptcy virtually since it
opened, its design pays little attention to any environmental issues, and it
has the aesthetic quality of a rusty bridge. While well-intended, it has been
a failure in many aspects and has been more detrimental to the community,
directly and indirectly, than it has been helpful.
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Sustainable Architecture
Wessex Water Operations Center - Bath, England
A Sustainable Office Building To Set A Bench-mark For The Future
• Utility management center with 550 employees, the size of “two football
pitches”
• Contains functions that encourage worker conversation and interaction
• Computer-controlled climate, predominately natural ventilation and daylighting
• Rainwater collection for landscape irrigation and toilet flushing
• Minimized site disturbance

Sustainable design is a philosophy that is broadly applicable to a variety of
building types and to any location on the globe. An added effect of sustainable
design is the development of a very regionally-identifiable aesthetic due to the
site specific responses of the design. The ecological, regional, educational,
and socio-economic intentions of this thesis project unquestionably justify the
application of sustainable design principles to its design. Examples of other
buildings in Nebraska that utilize this design bias serve as proof that it can be
successful here.
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ING Bank Complex - Amsterdam, The Netherlands
An “Organic” Office Complex
• 10 Buildings linked by an internal “pedestrian street”
• Extensive daylighting and natural ventilation
• One of the most energy-efficient buildings in Europe
• Rainwater collection for landscape irrigation
• Use of vegetation and water features inside and out

Helicon Building - London, England
Double-skinned Climate Control In Mixed-use Building
• 5-Story retail store, 6 floors of office space
• Integrated low-energy, computer-controlled hvac system
• Natural daylighting and ventilation
• Made predominantly of modular components to allow for future zero-waste
adaptability
• Building’s shell is its primary environmental control system

A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Lincoln Children’s Museum - Lincoln, Nebraska
A Place For Children
• An adapted abandoned building that is functional and beautiful
• Recycling/reusing of materials taken out of the building and of those put into it.
• Computer-controlled climate, with allowable natural ventilation and daylighting
• Educates children about their world and brings community members together
to support this cause
• Energy-efficient insulating of glass and building skin components

Rowe Sanctuary - Gibbon, Nebraska
An Eco-friendly Building For Bird-watching
• Extensive use of natural building materials including straw-bale and recycled
cedar construction
• Design emphasized minimizing site disturbance so as not to frighten wildlife
• Small footprint and strong insulation create high energy-efficiency
• Includes educational programs about wetlands migratory birds for visitors
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Cecil Steward Home - Lincoln, Nebraska
An Urban Home And Office
• Adapted industrial building in the heart of downtown
• Exploits orientation to maximize natural ventilation, lighting, and thermal
control
• Decreases dependence upon automobile because most services are within
walking distance
• Reuse of many building components and material

Lied Conference Center - Nebraska City, Nebraska
A Hotel And Meeting Facility At The Arbor Day Farm
• Timber frame built from logs grown on site
• Heated and cooled by an efficient fuelwood energy system that utilizes the
site’s abundant renewable tree resource
• Use of recycled materials throughout the entire building
• Generates jobs and income for a small Nebraska community
• Utilizes landscaping and site orientation for energy efficiency

A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Because this project is to be built in a wild, natural setting, and its purpose is
largely to educate people about that landscape, it seems only right that its design
should in some way emulate nature. Forests, prairies, and oceans provide
fantastic appropriately-designed habitats for species that have lived in them for
thousands of years. Built structures in nature such as birds’ nests, beehives, and
beaver dams not only meet the basic survival needs of their builders/users, but
have elements of design that often outwit our best architecture today. They are
contextually fitting, resourceful, produced from natural, local materials and they
are incredibly functional. Why should architecture not learn from ecology? As
Biomimicry author Janine Benyus puts it, “After 3.8 billion years of research and
development, failures are fossils and what surrounds us is the secret to survival.
The more our world looks and functions like this natural world, the more likely we
are to be accepted on this home that is ours but not ours alone.”

Theory
Wilderness Architecture
In The Prodigious Builders, Bernard Rudofsky likens the work of primitive
builders to the intuitively-built products of animals. Prehistoric architecture is a
storehouse of human experience, built with hard-won knowledge and instinctive
reactions to the environment (Rudofsky). Primitive man, faced with any of the
numerous harsh climates existing on Earth, built shelters to protect himself.
Over millennia, these shelters evolved to take advantage of the specific traits of
their given climate until they were ultimately perfected.
A good example is the igloo. The arctic Eskimo has only snow, ice, and hides
available to him as building materials. His surrounding environment is intensely
cold and windy for most of the year, meaning that his survival depends on being
able to stay warm. Given the available materials, it is hard to conceive of a
better shelter against this cold than the igloo. Its form is a hemispherical dome,
which offers a number of benefits. Structurally and aerodynamically, the dome
offers maximum resistance to strong winter winds. The dome provides the
maximum enclosed volume for the igloo’s inhabitants with the smallest surface
area, minimizing heat loss through the structure. Its concave interior allows for
the igloo to be effectively heated from the point source of an oil lamp. The Baffin
Land Eskimos build igloos that consist of several hemispherical units, connected
by vaulted tunnels. They line the igloos with fur, both to preserve heat and to
keep the snow-structure from melting, and they build airlocks between subsidiary
units where food is stored and equipment is kept (Fitch and Branch).
Similar ecologically-governed designs exist in all climates of the world. In the
equatorial savanna of Sudan, natives still live in massive, round, thatched huts.
The structural adobe mass of the huts absorbs the intense solar heat in the
daytime and radiates it into the interior of the huts at night. They are built on
solid rock foundations, which protect them from the water that floods the hillsides
when it rains (Fitch and Branch). Primitive peoples of the deserts, the tropics,
the mountains, and the plains also built climate-specific shelters from natural

“Virtually all native cultures that have survived without fouling their nests have acknowledged that nature knows best, and have had the humility to ask the bears and wolves and
ravens and redwoods for guidance. They can only wonder why we haven’t done the same.”
- Janine Benyus, Biomimicry
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materials whose designs withstood the test of time. This isn’t to say that these
structures were built to stand permanently. In fact, many were only temporary to
accommodate their nomadic inhabitants, but all were easily reproducible and left
minimal disturbance upon the places where they were built.
The shelters of the original human inhabitants of the American Great Plains
were no exception to this pattern. They were similarly built in harmony with, and
in response to, their environment. The Sioux and Pawnee tribes, indigenous
to Nebraska, believed strongly in being stewards of the land, using only what
they needed to survive. To them, land could not be owned, but the Earth was
something like a deity, creating and providing for their well-being. Their villages
were in river valleys, using the land contours to protect them from the elements.
Their homes were earthen lodges, covered with grass. These were efficient,
economical, and unpretentious. They looked as if they were natural miniature
hills, grown right out of the land.
When on hunts, the native plainsmen lived in tepees—collapsible, tent-like
structures that could be quickly assembled and taken down again to follow the
migrating buffalo herds. The tepee comprises a wood skeleton and an animalskin covering. The conical shape allows water to run off away from the base.
The circular plan of the tepee is a material-efficient solution to enclose an area,
and the lightweight skin would have flaps that could be opened to allow for
ventilation or closed to keep out inclement weather.
The first European settlers of northern Nebraska found themselves with quite
a building predicament. The Sandhills region is virtually devoid of any natural
materials typically used for construction. There are few trees to be used for
lumber, stone cannot be found in quantities nearly sufficient for making walls,
and the sandy soil does not even provide clay for adobe construction. One can
hardly go without shelter in this extreme region. Winters are bitterly cold and
windy while the hot summer sun bakes the grassy, unshaded ground. Their
solution was the strawbale house—a wonderfully well-insulated, simple-to-build
enclosure that is still built in various forms today. The “Nebraska style” strawbale
house, as it is known today, uses timbers for load bearing and infill straw walls
with a mud-plaster coating to protect against moisture. When these strawbale homes were eventually abandoned, entropy broke them down into their
biodegradable pieces and left little sign that they ever even existed.
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Regional Sense and Vernacular Buildings
Unfortunately, with the intellectual “civilization” of man, came a kind of selfrighteous belief that he was somehow above designing in response to the
environment. Rudolfsky attributes the movement in architecture away from
vernacular designs to historians. “In orthodox architectural history,” he says, “the
emphasis is on the work of the individual architect (rather than) on communal
enterprise…Part of our troubles result from the tendency to ascribe architects
exceptional insight into problems of living when, in truth, most of them are
concerned with problems of business and prestige (Rudolfsky).” Buildings are
emphasized now with little recognition of their relationship to the environment,
and our most celebrated buildings seem to be designed in opposition to it. Greek
temples, Romanesque churches, Baroque palaces, and modern buildings have
all been clearly separate from their surrounding landscapes (Burger).
However, for the types of construction that have not traditionally employed
architects, i.e. homes, nature has been consulted even in “civilized” areas. An
economic and self-preserving necessity for man to work with the natural forces
of the earth rather than against them, combined with a usually limited range
of materials from which to build, has resulted in vernacular buildings in many
parts of the world that are based functionally and aesthetically on the natural
world. Regional psychology, based in environmental responses, many times
also dictates the environment man will create for himself. The human body is
sensitive to variations in light, heat, touch, sound, and smells, but the perception
of comfort in each of these areas varies between people. Someone from a
northern climate will not enjoy the same sensations as someone from a southern
climate (Battle and McCarthy).

component of learning from nature. In today’s urban and suburban landscapes,
understanding of nature is not to be found.
In the Sandhills of Nebraska, where livelihood is linked to climate, terrain, soil,
and other natural factors, people are, like the old Swiss vernacular builders, in
touch with the natural world around them. Seasoned Sandhills ranchers notice
the changing of the winds and variances in seasonal heat and weather. When a
sudden blizzard can leave one stranded miles from shelter, when a drought can
make one’s wells run dry, or when a new kind of weed appearing in a field can
cause irreparable damage to the land one relies upon to produce for his family,
one develops this kind of keen awareness of self and place. If there were more
buildings in the Sandhills, it seems logical that their designs would be influenced
by this awareness.
If Glenn Murcutt’s work is Australian architecture, what is (or what could be)
Great Plains architecture? Sandhills architecture? How can a building express
in form and appearance the climate, the ecology, and the culture of this place?

Architecture is basically a product of the political, religious, cultural, and economic
climates of the time in which it is built. When we look beyond what is normally
considered “architecture,” to all buildings created by a given culture, we can
understand the values and commitments of a particular society at a particular
time (Burger). Historically, especially in rural areas, this has included a large
“The microregional energy forces of sun, air, earth, water, and living organisms as the ingredients of an energy-responsive architecture will give it a micro-regional character. As
an increase of on-site or local materials is used to conserve energy, the regional image of architecture will be reinforced.”
- Malcolm Wells, Gentle Architecture
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In most architectural design projects, the designer must study the contextual
fabric into which his building must fit and make decisions as to its scale and
appearance based upon its surroundings. In this case, the context is nature
and the neighboring buildings are sand dunes. If the goal of the educational
facilities proposed in this design project is to help people learn about a natural
environment, then the building itself should also learn from nature. There should
be an obvious connection between the built and natural environments that is
so blurred that the point of that connection is virtually indistinguishable. Nature
does not have to be subservient to the architecture and vice versa. This can be
a signature building - an identifiable landmark for the Sandhills region - while at
the same time receding visually into the existing landscape.

Geomorphic Architecture
In addition to responding to the region’s climate and addressing problems related
to responsible use of natural and human resources, a successful ecologicallybased design must be visually symbolic of its inspiration. Edmund Burger
explains the concept of Geomorphic Architecture in his book by the same name.
This style, derived from the geology and ecology of the building’s natural site, is a
visual symbolic demonstration of the notion of architecture learning from nature.
Characteristics of a geomorphic building include:
- Takes its imagery from nature
- Takes its imagery from a natural process
- Provides an experiential equivalence to that found in nature
- Fits into the natural contour of the land
- Merges with the landscape to form a single entity
- Is partially or completely earth sheltered
According to Burger, the most obvious example of geomorphic architecture is the
building that takes its imagery from the form of a natural geological feature. This
building becomes a metaphor for nature, transforming the natural earth into an
abstract symbol. There is a fine line to walk between creating a building that is
symbolic of nature and creating a building that is an imitation of nature. Sufficient
abstraction must take place to avoid creating a building that looks like a hollow
movie set or a ride at Disneyland.

A further level of abstraction beyond taking on the imagery of a geological feature
is to capture the essence of a process of nature, such as erosion, falling or
channeled water, or the action of the wind in a symbolic way. In doing so, the
designer can create an experiential equivalence in the design’s observer of the
experience he or she would feel if in the natural environment being symbolized.
By purely architectural means, the observer – who is now a participant
– experiences being in some place in nature. Good examples of geomorphic
architecture are Laurence Halprin’s plaza in San Francisco that symbolizes a
mountain stream, and his plaza in Portland that symbolizes erosion.
In addition to symbolizing nature, geomorphic buildings merge with nature to
appear as if they were connected. They do this by utilizing existing topography.
by placing themselves partially in the ground, or by utilizing forms and materials
that act as a continuation of the ground. The best architecture that emulates
nature can look like it has grown out of the natural environment rather than being
built upon it. A well-known example of this blending of ground and structure is
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater in Pennsylvania. It uses rough, natural vertical
components and smooth, flat, horizontal components to give it the appearance
of growing right out of the rocks on which it is built.
In the Sandhills, Pawnee earth lodges, while not necessarily intended to be
metaphorical, are exemplary of geomorphic properties, although their builders
had no concept of the architectural jargon we now associate with this style. They
simply took advantage of the efficiencies offered by this earth-inspired building
type. It was an appropriate solution to the housing needs of their communities
that utilized the materials they had available to them. This association closes
the loop between nature-inspired dwellings of “primitive” peoples and the natureinspired architecture that is being considered in the “advanced” society of today.
What is an appropriate buildable metaphor for the Sandhills region today?
Perhaps the child’s sandcastle: using enough water it can be formed into about
any shape, but through the drying effects of time, wind, and sun, inappropriately
complex structures collapse, and unprotected ones are swept away by the rain
or buried in the snow. Given enough time, they will behave like the dunes of the
Sandhills themselves have behaved, as recently as 900 years ago, blowing with
the wind and amassing in piles to be anchored with grasses and grazed upon by
bison, leaving no scarring effects in the place on which they were built.
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Intent Narrative/Conceptual Design

Project Abstract
The Nebraska Sandhills region is one of the most unique places in the world
in terms of ecology, geology, and human stewardship of the land. However,
few people are aware of the region’s significance or even of its existence.
A sustainable interpretive center in the Sandhills will serve local and visiting
people of all ages by providing them a meaningful interpretive experience
that facilitates a deep understanding of, and connection with this place
through combined exploration in science, art, and history. This interpretive
center and its corresponding regional eco-tourism program will give people
the opportunity to experience the Sandhills firsthand. It is also intended to
foster economic development in the region’s communities.
The facility will include interactive exhibits that educate visitors about the
unique features of the Sandhills region; large, adaptable classrooms that
will accommodate school field trips, community meetings, and educational
seminars; and interpretive nature trails that will lead people to various
features of the site. The building’s location, just south of the intersection
of highways 2 and 83, near the small community of Thedford, NE, includes
an abandoned sand quarry, a portion of the Middle Loup River, and tall,
majestic sand hills as far as the eye can see.
Architecture addresses the uniqueness of place, climate, culture, and history
not through a sentimental or imitative approach, but through a reaction to the
true regional character of the Sandhills.
Design Intent:
To create an architecture of place – an identity-deriving architecture that
is unique and appropriate to the Sandhills region and its people.
To create an ecologically-integrated building that is inspired by the
natural characteristics of the site.
To stir feelings of connection and understanding toward the Nebraska
Sandhills region in all visitors to the facilities.
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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Goals and Objectives
1. To create an ecologically-integrated building that is inspired by the natural
characteristics of its site.
- The design will adhere to a LEED-inspired checklist of sustainability
guidelines.
- The building’s appearance and systems will be uniquely regional.
- The experience created by the building will serve as a behaviormodification tool in its visitors regarding environmental stewardship.
2. To develop in visitors to this building a feeling of understanding and connection
to the Sandhills region.
- The built environment will engage visitors in active exploration of
themes presented.
- Views into, and physical contact with, the natural environment will inspire and provoke the visitor’s imagination.
- The facility will encourage, through positive experience, further
independent discovery of other regional attractions.
3. To design the building so that it improves rather than deteriorates with time.
- Post-occupancy surveys will be conducted at set intervals.
- Building will be adaptable and easily maintained
- Ecological features will be incorporated that grow and change over
time so that the experience of the building will be different each time
one visits it.
4. To include local parties that will be affected by this building in the decision
making processes.
- Opinion surveys and public forums will allow the community
members to give input on the building’s programmatic features.
- Interested parties will be kept informed about the design and
construction processes through published progress notifications.
- Local people will manage and maintain the facility.

Conceptual Development
Form Derivation
Drawing inspiration from the unique landscape of this region, the forms of the
building should compliment the site’s natural characteristics. The Sandhills’ rolling topography, formed by wind-blown sand over a number of years, eventually
stabilized enough for vegetation to grow and anchor the dunes in place. Thus
the hills, as they remain, are in the forms and shapes that are least susceptible
to climatic impact.

It is appropriate for built elements on this site to mimic these forms so as to be
stabilized themselves.
In all seasons, the relentless wind is probably the most consistent element one
can experience when in the Nebraska Sandhills. A building form that mimics the
shape of the wind-blown sand dunes would not be only an aesthetic and symbolic gesture. There is precedent that proves the functionality of such a shape
as well. The Western cowboy hat, whose point is to shield its wearer from sun
and rain, is shaped with virtually the same angles and forms as these dunes.
The hat’s shape allows it to be worn in windy conditions and while moving on
horseback without being blown off of its user’s head.
There are other precedents in this region, whether intentional or not, of built
forms mimicking nature. Utilizing similar nature-derived forms in the built elements of this project will therefore allow it to fit into the contexts of both the
natural and built environment.
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Looking at the few built elements that exist in this sparsely-populated area
(fences, windmills, sheds and houses), one can find similarities. Built elements
tend to be modular and efficient, strong yet light, and very unpretentious. In a
larger chronological perspective, they also can be seen as temporary. These are
not brick and masonry buildings that have an innate permanence about them.
While maintained they are resilient to the harsh climate and remain functional,
but when neglected for lack of further necessity, they tend to submit to the natural
landscape around them. The forms and colors of abandoned man-made elements in the Sandhills gradually become more natural and organic. A juxtaposition of lightweight, modular components and larger organic forms would allow
this building to take on a poetic regional character.

Representing Culture and Character
In addition to functionally responding to the site’s natural and built elements,
the interpretive center should symbolically represent the people of the Sandhills
region as well.
During the course of researching this project, the following verbal illustrations of
the Sandhills people were found:
“Rugged Individualism”
“Quiet Dignity”
“Independence of Spirit”
“Strength of Character”
“Connection to the Land”
Without being too sentimental or literal, the design of the interpretive center
should make subtle gestures that represent these qualities of the local culture.
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Programmatic Accentuation
The dual subjects of education at the interpretive center, culture and ecology, call
for separate attention in built space. Although the cultural aspects of the region
are in many ways derived from the natural aspects, and many of the ecological features are dependent upon man’s stewardship, the built elements of the
interpretive center should respond to the differences between the two subjects
being explored within. This is to foster the deeper level of understanding and
connection that each individual visitor gains in exploring the facility. If the culture-focused programs are accented by architectural elements that are unique
from their nature-centered counterparts, a dynamic educational experience will
result.

Sustainability Assessment
Evaluation Criteria
To ensure that the design stays true to the desired end goal of a sustainable
building, the following evaluation criteria will be consulted and checked against
all applicable design choices made during the design process.
Site Selection:
- Site is already disturbed or will be negligibly disturbed by constructed
programs.
- Site is near a community or communities that will benefit from the
construction and use of this facility.
- Site lends itself topographically to energy-efficient building
orientation.
Energy Efficiency:
- Passive Solar orientation is utilized.
- Natural Ventilation is possible when seasonally appropriate.
- Building is well insulated.
- Building and components facilitate water conservation.
- Appropriate energy-efficient technologies are utilized throughout.

Sustainability shall be the overriding design philosophy for this project. This
is to ensure that it maximizes its potential to be an economic stimulus, to be
ecologically integrated, and to educate its visitors. The facility will be constructed
of locally-produced, renewable, recyclable, non-hazardous materials. It will
make substantial use of appropriate technologies and will respond to natural
climatic factors to efficiently conserve natural resources. It will minimize negative
impacts on the environment in its footprint, pollution, appearance, and disruptions
of topography, hydrology, and ecology. Finally, it will have a positive impact on
the economy, education, and quality of life of its users and neighbors.

Material Selection:
- Use of locally-produced materials with low embodied energies.
- Use of renewable and recycled materials.
- Design facilitates modular component use to minimize waste.
- Specification of non-hazardous materials.
- Selection of construction methods and materials that allow easy
adaptability and future deconstruction for material salvage.
Environmental Stewardship:
- Minimize non-porous surfaces and erosion potential.
- Use native vegetation.
- Design to generate minimum pollution and waste during its use.
- Design to encourage habitation of wildlife.
A SANDHILLS INTERPRETIVE CENTER
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- Discourage vehicular traffic to and around the facility.
- Aesthetic must be harmonious with existing natural environment.

Initial Design Concepts

Knowledge Integration:
-Examine all design decisions from the perspectives of users,
maintenance personnel, builders, engineers, investors, and
conservationists.
- Include community members in design development process
Socio-Cultural Factors
- Building must interactively educate users of all ages.
- Include community-use functions.
- Facilitate comfortable human interaction.
- Respect and celebrate the area’s cultural heritage and events.
Economic Factors
- Maximize functionality as a tourist attraction.
- Acquire all materials and services from within the Sandhills region.
- Allow building to adapt and change over time to meet future needs.
- Choose programmatic features that allow partnerships rather than
competition with local business owners.
- Create jobs that are appropriately suited for the area’s available
workforce.
- Save small town America!
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Linear progression between hills,
sectional form a literal mimic of dune
shape.

Building is integrated into landscape. Form is subservient to existing features.

Forms and shapes represent the relentless wind that formed the dramatic landscape and that is still persistent today.

Form steps up hillside. Roof slope is coangular with ground slope.
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Site Selection
Selection Criteria
To achieve the goals set forth for this project, and to ensure the feasibility and
accessibility of the interpretive center, a list of three necessary criterion was
established that must be fulfilled by any eligible site. They are as follows:
• On or very near at least one of the three major Sandhills highways: US
83, US 20, and NE 2
• Near one or more small Sandhills Communities that would benefit
from the facility’s direct and indirect effects.
• Includes a range of natural features representative of the diverse
ecology and geology of the region, i.e. sand dunes, wetlands, wildlife,
streams, groundwater, blowouts, etc.

3
2

1

- also favorable: alternative transportation methods, already disturbed
ground, near existing attractions.
Through meetings with regional residents and other knowledgeable persons,
three general areas were selected for further study. These regions were: 1) in
the vicinity of the town of Thedford, 2) in the vicinity of the town of Hyannis, and
3) between the communities of Ainsworth and Valentine along the Cowboy Trail
nature path.

Potential Sites

Beginning with a “site” of roughly 20,000 square miles, from which
to dedicate a buildable site of approximately 640 acres, on which to
construct a 10-12,000 square foot building, the site selection process
was intense.

With the three general areas determined for a possible site, each was explored in
search of a location that met the criteria previously set forth. In each case, a site
was found, documented and analyzed. A unique set of programs was created for
each potential site to maximize its viability.
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Potential Site 1
Size: Approx. 520 acres
Communities:

Thedford - 0 miles
Seneca - 12 miles
Halsey - 15 miles

Major Highway: US HWY 83
Nebraska HWY 2
Features:

Typical central Sandhills grasscover, reclaimable sand pit,
river, existing access roads.

Area attractions: Nebraska National Forest
Middle Loup River
Dismal River
Golf Course
Regional Airport

Thedford’s location at the intersection of two major highways makes this the most
prominent site for traffic visibility and accessibility. The on-site sand pit offers
already-disturbed ground on which to build and restore, fulfilling sustainability
goals. Adjacent golf course and airport lend the site extra prominence, but
possibly make it less secluded than desired for outdoor interpretive experiences.
The Thedford community is one that is active in trying to restore commerce and
livelihood, and would make a good match for the center.
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Potential Site 2
Size:

Approx. 640 acres

Communities:

Hyannis - 1 mile
Ashby - 8 miles
Whitman - 10 miles

Major Highway: Nebraska HWY 2
Features:

Semi-arid grass and plant cover on high dunes, lush
meadow, lake, wetlands, existing access road.

Area attractions: Sandhills National Landmark
Public Hunting and Fishing
Gudmundson Laboratory

The Hyannis site is a great example of the contrast between the semi-arid
western Sandhills and the lush, green interdunal valleys. Though located
about a one-minute drive off of the major highway, proper signage and dynamic
scenery will draw travelers to the site. It exists within the National Park Service’s
designated “Sandhills National Natural Landmark” area, although the land is
privately owned. The town of Hyannis demonstrates all of the qualities ideal to
the socio-cultural and economic growth goals of this project.
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Potential Site 3
Size:

Approx. 400 acres

Communities:

Valentine - 9 miles
Wood Lake - 8 miles

Major Highway: US HWY 20
Features:

Diverse range of plant species, creek, wetlands, bike trail.

Area attractions: Niobrara River
Cowboy Nature Trail
Fort Niobrara Wildlife Refuge
Public Hunting and Fishing
Dude Ranches

Located adjacent to the Arabia Ranch, this site is the convergence of Highway
20 and an abandoned railroad-turned nature trail. Horseback or bicycle riders
can access the site from Valentine via the trail. The site is prominently located
on the major highway, making it visible to travelers. The absence of a nearby
“savable” community hurts this site, but its proximity to Valentine and Niobrara
River attractions will help it attract visitors. Its location between Ainsworth and
Valentine allows it to draw on the largest population base available in the region.
It has the most diverse ecology of the three sites, adding to its value as an
interpretive landscape.
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Site Comparison
The three sites were compared against each other on their relationships to other
prominent regional features. In the diagrams below, the sites are indicated by
green squares.
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Ultimately, the Thedford site was selected as the site on which to carry out the
interpretive center design. It’s central location for the region and the potential
benefits of the facility for the Thedford community made it the most feasible site
for reaching the project’s goals. The quarry site located within it presented an
extra design challenge of eco-restoration that was also appealing.
The Thedford site will house the interpretive center that is to be the hub for the
proposed regional tourism and education network. Because all three of the
original potential sites have unique characteristics and are spread out in different parts of the region, it would not be redundant to suggest that the other two
sites be developed as satellite facilities with their own individual programs and
regionalized educational topics.
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Site Analysis and Intentions
Site Analysis
The site is elongated along the north-south axis and runs parallel to US Highway
83. The community of Thedford, Nebraska is directly northwest of the site. Nebraska Highway 2, the Burlington Northern Railroad tracks and the Middle Loup
River run perpendicular to the site’s predominant axis. Adjacent to the site are a
fairly new community 9-hole golf course and a small, regional airport. Neither the
golf course nor the airport are imposing, however, as the site’s rolling topography
tends to hide them.
An abandoned sand quarry on the river is the site’s northern anchor. The
quarry and its surroundings have been stripped of all organic matter and have no
ground cover on their bare sand surface. The restoration of this destroyed fragile
landscape may be utilized as a learning tool.
A steep escarpment rises above the river valley with magnificent views to the picturesque Sandhills horizon. An access road that leads to the golf course climbs
the slope before turning west.
Subtle, rolling hills lead southward past the airport and are quickly exaggerated
into tall, repetitious sand dunes. This dramatic, hilly pasture is the typical landscape of the Sandhills region.
Thedford, the county seat, is a town of only a couple hundred people. However,
it has many of the infrastructures in place that keep a community alive. Thedford
boasts a general store, a school, a bank, service stations, and hotels. It also has
a regional art gallery that is staffed by dedicated volunteers. An aging population
and dwindling area population base threaten the town’s long-term survival.
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Aerial photo superimposed on
contour model
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The northern portion of the site can be broken down into two elements, the river
valley and the escarpment. The lower river valley has views that are contained
on all sides, while the hilltop has viewsheds that stretch for miles to the north.
The possible experiences are therefore different below and above the cliff.
The large plateau on top of the escarpment has dramatic views, but has no
protection from the elements as a consequence. The hot summer sun can bake
the treeless site, while cold winter winds are chilled even more as they pass over
the lake in the northwest before sweeping up the hilltop. A building that would be
placed atop the cliff to take advantage of views would have to respond in some
way to these harsh climatic conditions.
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The hilly nature of the southern site opens up more possibilities for controlling
the experience of the user. One’s attention would be more focused on details
- grasses, plants, etc. - when passing through the interdunal valleys. Their scope
would widen on the hilltops, allowing them to see a larger picture.
The massive dunes also allow for more deliberate siting of buildings to take advantage of passive solar orientation and protection from the harsh elements.
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Site Programming
The contrast between the northern river site and the southern sand dune site
supports the desire to create symbolic programmatic separation between cultural
and natural aspects of the Sandhills region. The northern hilltop site will house a
culture center whose architectural response to the harsh climatic conditions will
be representative of the character of the Sandhills people - ingenuitively and efficiently responding to adversity. The southern site will consist of nature learning
exhibits and trails and will be largely passive in its climatic response. The two
sites will be connected by an overland trail that allows the visitor to experience
the gradual contrast between them.
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Design Iterations
Culture Center
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Nature Center
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Final Design Documentation
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Built Elements

Table and Supply Storage
Restrooms
Outdoor Classroom

Programmed Spaces
Culture Center

10,580sf

Entry Lobby and Visitor Information
1370sf
Waiting area, group gathering area, information desk, views to valley
and horizon.
Exhibition Spaces
4550sf
Hands-on and interactive educational exhibits
- Sandhills Communities 1050sf
- Ranching Industry 1050sf
- Regional Human History 1050sf
- Nebraska Cowboy Hall of Fame 700sf
- Sandhills Innovations 700sf
Art Gallery
2100sf
A permanent collection of art inspired by the Sandhills region and a
revolving collection of traveling or borrowed exhibitions
- Curator’s Office 170sf
- Display Area 1930sf
Community Room
1560sf
Multi-purpose assembly area with retractable room dividers
Restrooms
500sf
Office
500sf
To be shared by facility manager, foundation director, and support staff

200sf
300sf
900sf

Eco-Park
Nature Trails
Constructed Wetlands
Reclaimed Grassland
Picnic Lawn
Fragility/Desertification Demonstration
“Outdoor Classroom” Gathering Spots
Canoe Launch Area
Shed for Canoe Storage
Cleared Landing Space

1500sf

Nature Center
Exhibition Spaces
- Geology Exhibit 1000sf
- Animal Exhibit 1000sf
- Groundwater Exhibit 100sf
Greenhouse
Film Room
Restrooms

4500sf
3000sf

Sandhill Hall
Multi-purpose assembly building

1775sf

420sf
500sf
250sf

Sunflower Garden
2700sf
Outdoor garden of native Sandhills grasses, flowers, and other plants
Observation Decks
3360sf
Muddy Classrooms

2200sf

Entrance Corridor
Large Classroom
Small Classroom

200sf
900sf
600sf
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Eco-Park and Muddy Classroom
The abandoned sand quarry at the northernmost end of the site will be converted
into an eco-park. The sand pit lake will be drudged out toward the river to create
artificial wetlands. The lake itself will be stocked with fish to add a recreational
function to the site. The remaining portion of the former quarry will be allowed to
grow back to a natural grassland. This process could either be left to nature or
catalyzed with the addition of organic materials and prairie seed. These features
will encourage wildlife to inhabit the site.
Narrow nature trails will wind through the new park with clearings for outdoor
classroom exercises near the various features. A canoe launch area will be constructed on the river as an added recreational feature and to give the site a direct
connection with Halsey forest and its 4H camp downstream.
A small portion of the bare site will be left in its current desertified state as an
educational example of what happens when fragile ecosystems are disrupted.
Built into the escarpment along a trail that will lead to the parking area and up to
the top of the cliff will be a small, multi-purpose classroom building. This building
will be dubbed the “muddy classroom” as its primary function will be a place to
host school field trips where interactive science activities and experiments can
be performed. The building will be constructed of easily-cleaned materials that
will not be adversely affected by the messy programs held within.
The classroom building will have a grass-covered roof. Because it is built into
the side of the cliff, a visitor who approaches it from atop the hill will not become
aware of its presence until he is standing on top of the building. This site-integration will cause students to feel a sense of connection to the site when using the
muddy classroom building. The industrial nature of the materials will encourage
users to lose their inhibitions about getting their hands dirty and will add to the
site-connection experience for the visitor.
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Culture Center
Atop the escarpment will be the Sandhills Culture Center, a museum-type building that will tell the history of the Sandhills people and help visitors to understand
their contemporary way of life through exhibits, demonstrations, and art work.
The Culture Center is the primary design element of this thesis project and is
recommended as the first phase of a multi-stage construction of the entire interpretive center site.
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One approaches the Culture Center via a winding ramped path from the parking area below. This action acclimates the visitor with the notion that this part
of Nebraska is not flat like its Interstate corridor counterparts. The lobby space
includes a services desk where visitors can get information about the interpretive
center and other regional attractions.
The primary path of circulation leads the visitors on through the exhibit spaces
while a secondary corridor guides them to restrooms, an auditorium, and staff offices. The auditorium can be utilized as a meeting space for community groups,
a lecture hall for extension seminars, or a variety of other purposes. It could
possibly serve as a film theater as well, providing visitors with an introduction to
the Sandhills region.
The exhibit spaces will include topical information about the historical and cultural importance of the region. Exhibits will be interactive to personally engage the
users in the learning process. At strategic points throughout the exhibit spaces
are windows with views to the valley below, to the vast horizon, or to the community. Users have the option of going out onto observation decks for even grander
views. The decks occur on the northern side of the building and are thereby kept
shaded in the hot summer months when this facility will see the most use.
An art gallery of Sandhills-inspired work culminates the interior space. From here
the visitor either can go out onto a large observation deck that hangs out over the
escarpment’s edge, anchored by a tall wind turbine power generator, or out into a
sunflower garden that includes plant types native to the Sandhills region.
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The Culture Center is supported by a cast-in-place, post and beam concrete
frame. The concrete is made with aggregate taken from the on-site quarry and
provides strength against fierce storms that are common in this region. The
exterior walls are infilled with plastered straw bales which provide incredible
insulation and can be harvested locally. A form of straw bale construction was
actually invented by early settlers in the Sandhills who lacked the wood or sod
necessary to build conventional prairie houses, so its application here is not only
an appropriate functional solution, but a historical reference as well.
The roof is standing seam metal, which is affordable, versatile, and allows for
easy rainwater collection. The surface will be metallic so as to reflect the prairie sky and to contrast the more earthy colors and textures of the walls, giving
the roof a character of its own and reinforcing the strong horizontal line of the
building’s organization.
Rainwater that is harvested from the roof is stored in underground cisterns and
used to flush toilets and irrigate the garden.
The roof’s form mimics the rolling landscape of the grassy sand dunes on the
horizon. This allows the building to fit in with the visual rhythm and form of the
natural surroundings, while the light material gives it visual contrast and makes
the building a unique piece upon the land rather than a camouflaged and subordinate part of the it.
A byproduct of basing the roof’s form upon the natural topography is added protection from the wind, as the sand dunes that make up the region have remained
because years of wind had deposited them in this stable shape. Thus, the shape
of the roof which is copied from the shape of the dunes, is resilient to the prevailing winds and protects the building below from the harsh climate.
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The walls and the roof open up to the south to welcome the warming winter sunrays. Continuing the analogy of the sand dune shape, this side represents the
falloff angle, or the “blowout” side of the Sandhill.
The windcharger which climaxes the visitor’s progression through the building
serves three purposes. First, and most obviously, it generates power for the facility. Depending on the size of the turbine and the amount of capital the owners
choose to invest in it, it could fulfill a part, all, or more than sufficient amounts of
the energy required to operate the facility. Extra power generated could be fed
back into the grid to generate income.
The second purpose of the charger is to attract attention. The towering turbine
acts as a giant billboard to travelers on either of the two highways that pass by
the site, convincing them to stop and have a closer look at the building on the hill.
This seems to be a more elegant solution than a gaudy sign or other possible
indicator of the interpretive center’s location.
Finally, the windcharger leans forward into the winter wind as a symbol of the
determination of the Sandhills people. This says that these are not people who
will hide from adversity, but that they stand to face it head-on and innovatively
find ways to take advantage of seemingly unfavorable conditions.
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Nature Center
The second phase of the interpretive center will be the Nature Center,
an enclosed but transparent path of discovery nestled in between the tall
dunes of the site’s southern end. Exhibits within the nature center will focus on the native plant and animal life of the Sandhills, the unprecedented
geology of the region, the abundant groundwater source that has resulted
from the unique soil type and that has allowed grasses to anchor the soil
in place, and the exciting prehistoric paleontology of the area.
The building will be constructed into the south site of a hill to minimize its
aesthetic presence and to take advantage of the climate control that earth
sheltering and passive solar orientation offers. The Nature Center’s organizing element will be an organically-undulating concrete and rammedearth wall.
The south side of the building will be glazed so that the visitor can remain
always acclimated to, and in touch with, his surroundings.
A secondary building on the site will lie along the continued winding path
through the dunes. It’s function is to be a multi-purpose events center for
use by regional residents and groups. The secluded location will make it
a desirable site for receptions, picnics, family reunions, and nighttime stargazing. The Sandhill Hall will add programs to the local community that is
currently lacking and will give community members a sense of ownership
in the overall interpretive center facilities when they use it.
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The visitor approaches the Nature Center as he follows a path around the
perimeter of a hill, and it subtly opens as if the sand dune itself is inviting
him inside. A semi-enclosed, winding path leads the visitor toward the
entrance. The path has exhibits that chronologically tell the story of how
the Sandhills area came to be.
He enters directly into the exhibit space and is guided through it by the
organically-shaped wall and a meandering water feature which follows it.
A seepage fountain feed water into the trough that runs the entire length
of the building. The wall and water act as a heat sink in the winter when
the lower sun angle shoots rays directly through the glass facade onto
these elements.
The building does not really end, but rather gradually directs the visitor
outdoors to follow the nature trails (existing cow paths) to experience the
natural elements that he has just learned about.
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Sustainability Evaluation
Sustainable Design Criteria
Site Selection:
- Site is already disturbed or will be negligibly disturbed by constructed
programs.
Portion of site is recovered brownfield, buildings utilizes
existing access roads, existing topography is minimally
changed, existing vegetation is preserved, trails use existing
cowpaths and well-roads.
- Site is near a community or communities that will benefit from the
construction and use of this facility.
Thedford, Nebraska, approximate population 200, is adjacent
to the site and should see economic growth as a result of
building the center. The site is central and accessible to the
Sandhills region and will provide programs beneficial to all
Sandhills communities.
- Site lends itself topographically to energy-efficient building
orientation.
Southern portion of site is ideally suited, but northern portion
is not.
Energy Efficiency:
- Passive Solar orientation is utilized.
Maximum usage on southern site, compromised usage on
northern site.
- Natural Ventilation is possible when seasonally appropriate.
Long, open plan is well-suited for natural ventilation.
- Building is well insulated.
Straw bale infill walls have R values in excess of 45,
insulated glass specified, southern site utilizes
earth-integration.

- Building and components facilitate water conservation.
Roofs utilize rainwater collection for use in non-potable
applications, classroom building and nature exhibit building
use vegetated roofs, efficient fixtures specified.
- Appropriate energy-efficient technologies are utilized throughout.
Geothermal climate control, radiant floor heating, passive
heat sink walls in nature exhibit building, power generated by
wind turbines, efficient lighting fixtures specified.
Material Selection:
- Use of locally-produced materials with low embodied energies.
Concrete aggregate quarried on site, straw bales harvested
locally, cedar wood harvested and milled locally.
- Use of renewable and recycled materials.
Metal roofing is recycled and recyclable, straw and cedar are
renewable and biodegradable.
- Design facilitates modular component use to minimize waste.
Adherence to a structural grid, repetition of bays and
components.
- Specification of non-hazardous materials.
Non-toxic paints and coatings specified, natural materials
used in lieu of manufactured products in many cases.
- Selection of construction methods and materials that allow easy
adaptability and future deconstruction for material salvage.
Components are mechanically joined rather than bonded or
nailed together, repetition of processes facilitates ease of
assembly and disassembly.
Environmental Stewardship:
- Minimize non-porous surfaces and erosion potential.
Paving limited to what is required for ADA, use of natural
drainage swales.
- Use native vegetation.
Locally natural-occurring vegetation specified exclusively.
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- Design to generate minimum pollution and waste during its use.
No disposable concessions sold, programs educate about
environmental stewardship, recycling bins.
- Design to encourage habitation of wildlife.
Grassland and wetland restoration provides animal habitat,
earthy-colored materials and low-profile elevations
camouflage buildings against landscape.
- Discourage vehicular traffic to and around the facility.
Proximity to town allows pedestrian access, hiking/bicycle
trail connects different parts of site, shuttle service available
between different parts of site, canoe launch provides
alternative means of access.
- Aesthetic must be harmonious with existing natural environment.
Building forms mimic surrounding landscape, materials
and colors are natural and complementary to surroundings.
Knowledge Integration:
-Examine all design decisions from the perspectives of users,
maintenance personnel, builders, engineers, investors, and
conservationists.
Consultation with ecology researchers, local residents,
builders, foundation directors, and licensed architects during
design process.
- Include community members in design development process
Frequent meetings with community groups to generate
programs and receive feedback.
Socio-Cultural Factors
- Building must interactively educate users of all ages.
Exhibits are specified to be “hands-on,” native gardens
and eco-park include educational information, building forms
and materials are learning tools.
- Include community-use functions.
Multi-purpose areas are designated for public use,
educational programs are available for local people.
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- Facilitate comfortable human interaction.
Inclusion of non-programmed common areas in the buildings,
exhibit spaces and exterior paths have larger nodes at
various focal points.
- Respect and celebrate the area’s cultural heritage and events.
Building methods are representative of regional innovations,
buildings provide space for community gatherings and
events, exhibits educate about local culture.
Economic Factors
- Maximize functionality as a tourist attraction.
Located at prominent travel intersection, visible from
highways, includes programs of interest for various groups of
people.
- Acquire all materials and services from within the Sandhills region.
Recommendations to select local contractor, subcontractors,
and laborers; to acquire financial services from area banks
and investors; to purchase building materials from local
producers and vendors; and designed to facilitate these
recommendations.
- Allow building to adapt and change over time to meet future needs.
Structural features are located entirely in buildings’ exterior
envelopes, allowing for flexibility in future remodeling of
interior spaces.
- Choose programmatic features that allow partnerships rather than
competition with local business owners.
No gift shop or restaurant included in building, advertising
and promotion of regional events and businesses in exhibits
and visitor information areas.
- Create jobs that are appropriately suited for the area’s available
workforce.
Tour guides, maintenance personnel, curators, historians,
artists, educators.
- Save small town America!
To be seen...

Recommendations
Outside the realm of architectural design and site planning, some other issues
should be addressed to ensure the long-term successfulness of this project. In
the early stages of planning for this project to be built, the designer recommends
that the following points be addressed:
- Create a strip-zoning ordinance that would ensure any new business
development happens in town and does not clutter the entrance to the
site.
- Look into the feasibility of using the constructed wetlands as a “living
machine” for wastewater treatment.
- Set up a model for public/private partnerships to manage financing
and maintenance issues for the facility and a volunteer network to staff
and care for it.
The following individuals should be consulted for their expertise and experience
in decisions regarding making a Sandhills interpretive center possible. All have
been involved throughout the duration of this project and have expressed interest
in helping to develop an interpretive center for the Sandhills region.
Bill Peters - Lincoln lawyer who was raised in Thedford and is director of the
Thedford Community Foundation. billp10@alltel.net

public/private partnerships for community redevelopment projects all over the
world. csteward@unlnotes.unl.edu
William Borner - University of Nebraska Professor of Architecture, served as
faculty mentor for this project and holds all work pertaining to this project in trust
for use in future planning and fundraising efforts. wborner1@unl.edu
Connie Francis and Brito Mutunayagam - University of Nebraska Extension
Educators. cmfranci@unlnotes.unl.edu , brito@unlnotes.unl.edu
David Wedin - Sandhills Biocomplexity Research Project Coordinator and UNL
Professor of Ecology. dwedin@unlnotes.unl.edu
John Royster - Landscape Architect and Interpretive Landscape Design
Specialist, Principal with The Big Muddy Workshop in Omaha.
jroyster@bigmuddyworkshop.com
Kenn Frederick - Architect with Cannon Moss Brygger and Associates in Grand
Island. Lead designer of the Lewis and Clark Interpretive Center in Sioux City
and a native of Bassett, NE. frederick.k@cmbaarchitects.com
Al Steuter - Regional director of The Nature Conservancy. Has contacts for
wetlands restoration projects and other preservation-related issues and funding
sources. asteuter@tnc.org

Richard Albrecht - Chairman of the Sandhills Discovery Foundation based
in Ainsworth, dedicated to promoting the region as a tourist destination.
albrecht@esu17.org
Steve Brown - Chairman of Thedford Community Development Organization.
sbrown@security1stbank.com
Terri Licking - Sandhills Scenic Byway group member and Thedford Resident.
talicking@yahoo.com
Cecil Steward - president of the Joslyn Castle Institute for Sustainable
Communities in Omaha, has incredible knowledge and experience in starting
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Barnett, Dianna Lopez, and William D. Browning. A Primer on Sustainable
Building. Rocky Mountain Institute: Denver, 1995.
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